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ABSTRACT 
Early detection and effective diagnosis are important for disease screening and 
preventing epidemics. Recently, optical biosensors have attracted significant attention, as 
they are very powerful detection and analysis tools that have variety of applications in 
homeland security, public and global healthcare, biomedical research and pharmacology. 
However, most of these biosensors are time-consuming, require costly chemical 
procedures and bulky instrumentation , and need advanced medical infrastructures with 
trained laboratory professionals. In order to address these needs, recently lensfree 
computational on-chip imaging techniques have been introduced to eliminate the need for 
bulky and costly optical components . However, this technology is limited by the size of 
the analytes as it uses a lensfree computational technique insufficient for detecting 
biomolecules down to nm-scale. In order to provide highly sensitive and massively 
multiplexed detection of biomolecular binding events, fluorescent imaging and surface 
plasmon resonance (SPR) based platforms are the most favored. However, SPR sensors 
are limited due to the alignment sensitive prism coupling scheme and bulky 
instrumentation while the fluorescence imaging suffers from quantitative and qualitative 
Vlll 
drawbacks of the labeling steps. 
This thesis focuses on the unique integration of lensfree telemedicine technology and 
nanostructured plasmonic chip technology to realize ultra-sensitive and label-free 
biosensing in a high-throughput and massively multiplexed manner for field-settings. 
Toward this aim, we introduce a handheld on-chip biosensing technology that employs 
plasmonic microarrays coupled with a lensfree computational imaging system. 
Employing a sensitive plasmonic array design that is combined with lensfree 
computational imaging, we demonstrate label-free and quantitative detection of 
biomolecules with a protein layer thickness down to 3 nm. Integrating large-scale 
plasmonic microarrays , our platform enables the simultaneous detection of protein mono-
and bilayers on the same platform over a wide range of biomolecule concentrations. In 
this plasmonic device, we also monitor binding dynamics of protein complexes as a 
function of time by integrating it with microfluidics. Plasmonic antennas utilized in our 
lensfree platform, supporting very sharp and sensitive spectral feature as well as easily 
accessible large local electromagnetic fields , are highly advantageous for biosensing 
applications as they enable stronger interaction between surface waves and biological 
molecules on the sensing chip . 
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1 
1 Introduction 
The body of this thesis is constructed for the goal of developing advanced plasmonic 
biosensing technologies to study the dynamic of biological interactions in a high-
throughput and massively multiplexed manner for field settings. Toward this aim, we 
investigate fundamental physical phenomena, i.e. plasmonics as well as lensfree 
computational imaging approaches. These existing fields are quite wide and diverse into 
different branches addressing fundamental questions. Therefore, the purpose of this 
chapter is to narrow the target to specific needs uniquely addressed by the thesis for the 
readers. Furthermore, at the end of this chapter, we also give an outline of the technical 
work. 
1.1 Label-Free & Multiplexed Detection of Binding Events 
Early detection and effective diagnosis are highly important and several major driving 
forces pushing forward the biosensing field for advancements in biodetection systems. 
These can be briefly summarized as follows. For defense applications, i.e . early warning 
and detection of intentionally released agents is crucially important. For public health, 
with the recent bird and swine flu cases, it has been clearly seen that better sensing 
technologies are needed to detect outbreaks at the onset. For the fundamental biology and 
pharmacology, it is important to develop massively multiplexed sensor systems that can 
detect large variety of proteins for disease screening and drug discovery. More 
importantly, early detection and effective diagnosis are important for disease screening 
and preventing epidemics. Therefore, in order to give rapid and reliable results in a cost 
effective manner for field settings, advanced biodetection systems should ideaJJy possess 
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important properties: They should be label-free and highly sensitive. They should operate 
in real-time. They should be compact and massively multiplexed for parallel screening of 
biological assays. Furthermore, they should be hand-held in order to employ them in the 
resource-poor settings. 
Advanced biosensors can utilize labels to detect targeted molecules on the sensor 
surface. One of the famous labeling techniques is fluorescence imaging.[l-3] In this 
method, a target molecule is labeled with a fluorescent dye. The accumulation of this 
biological probe in the presence of the target biomolecules results in an easily observed 
and highly sensitive fluorescent signal as schematically shown in Figure l.la. 
Furthermore, for various diseases such as cancer, expression of certain proteins in the 
body is up/down regulated , which makes them suitable in order to be used as biomarkers . 
Recent works have shown that instead of monitoring a single biomarker, screening a 
panel of proteins could significantly improve the accuracy in medical diagnostics by 
eliminating false positives.[4-6] In that sense high-throughput sensing technologies that 
can enable simultaneous detection of a wide range of proteins offer a viable solution for 
medical diagnosis. As schematically shown in Figure l.ld, multiplexing is realized 
through simultaneous detection of binding events of different target biomolecules specific 
for different ligands immobilized on the sensor surface. Current trends for healthcare 
technologies aim to utilize high-throughput and massively multiplexed detection methods 
that can be used to rapidly extract a wide range of diagnostic data.[7-ll] In that sense , 
fluorescence imaging enables multiplexing of biomolecular binding events through 
appropriate chemical procedures and using different fluorescent labels (Figure 1.1 b-d). 
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For example , Figure 1.1b shows the fluorescence image of different antibodies being 
immobilized on separate sensors, i.e. red areas correspond to anti-mouse IgG 
(immunoglobulin) labeled with TRITC and green areas correspond to anti-monkey IgG 
labeled with FITC.[12] However, this approach suffers from (i) cross-interference of 
labels with other molecular binding interactions, (ii) limited number of fluorophore labels 
and (iii) additional labeling steps that increase the sample preparation time. These issues 
have motivated efforts to develop the idea of label-free biosensors as described in the 
next section. 
(a) (b) 
Fluorescence 
(c) •• • • • 5um ..  .. 
-
, 
• 
.. t, 
• ... t 
, (0) ' • ... 
• 
I c»,. ,. 
• • • ~ ... • . ,, 
•• • \ #> (' 
• • 
Figure 1.1 Fluorescence imaging for label-free and multiplexed detection methods . 
(a) Schematic illustration of fluorescent imaging. (b,c,d) Multiplexed character of 
fluorescence imaging . (Figures are taken from Chang et al . Lab on a Chip, 11:3596, 
2011, Han et al. Nature Biotechnology 19:631,2001 and Schudele et al. Lab on a Chip 
11:1916, 2011) 
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1.2 Sensitive & Real-Time Detection of Binding Events 
Recently, various high-throughput optical detection methods have been investigated to 
overcome the problems in labeling methods. These techniques are highly advantageous as 
they are compatible with physiological solutions, not affected by the variation in the ionic 
strengths of biosolutions, and they reduce sample contamination via allowing remote 
transduction of the biomolecular binding signal.[l3-19] Among optical biosensors, 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) based platforms are one of the most favored. SPR is 
considered as the gold standard for label free biodetection as they enable strong 
sensitivities. This technique measures the angle of incident light at which surface 
plasmon resonance takes place. The shift of the resonance angle provides a sensitive 
measurement of molecular binding events onto the sensor surface, which triggers a 
change in the refraction index near the sensor surface as schematically shown in Figure 
1.2a. Then this angular shift is used to describe the sensitivity. SPR platforms allow 
detection of small proteins with molecular weights even down to tens of kDa or 
biosolutions containing target proteins with concentrations even down to pg/ml.[20,21] 
Since SPR platforms utilize gold for sensing surface which is highly biocompatible, they 
enable robust surface chemistry and biofunctionalization necessary for specific detection 
of target biomolecules. 
Integrated with microfluidic chips to this highly sensitive platform, real-time analysis 
of protein/protein interaction kinetics can be performed. As shown in Figure 1.2b, 
kinetics studies are done in two sequential steps. In association phase, analyte labeled 
with A is flowed over the surface, captured by the ligand labeled with B and building up 
5 
the AB complex. In dissociation phase only a buffer is flowed over the surface. Then , AB 
complex on the surface dissociates to give free analyte and free ligand. Here , let [B] is the 
concentration of the ligand and [A] is the concentration of the targeted analyte. Then , the 
surface concentration of [AB] complex is proportional with the association and 
disassociation rate constants, ka and kd, respectively. Accordingly, the optical response 
of the biosensors related to these constants can be reliably used to determine these 
constants in order to determine the binding kinetics . However, multiplexing capability of 
conventional SPR sensors is limited in order to employ them in the field settings due to 
the alignment sensitive prism-coupling scheme, which needs bulky instrumentation. 
(a) 
(b) 
~---- - -------- - -- -- ----- - -- - - ---- - - --- -- , • r·- · --- --- ----- ----- --- ----·-r··· · • 
Surtac~ SPW ! Analyte : 
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t ' ' t 
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w uplcr 
Resonance. hifl 
Wa\'elength or Incident Angl<! 0 
f j 
,._,,Angle 
RMponse 
II 
nme 
Figure 1.2 SPR techniques for highly sensitive label-free and real time detection of 
biomolecular binding events. (a) Working mechanism of SPR. (Figure is taken from Hoa 
et al. Biosens. Bioelectron. 23:151, 2007) (b) Real-time detection of binding events with 
SPR. (Figure is taken from http://web.bf.uni-lj.si/bilsprcenter/Technology .html) 
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1.3 Hand-Held Point-of-Care Diagnostic Devices for Advanced Biosensing 
Advanced biosensors offer effective diagnostic techniques. Most of these medical 
technologies however, are time-consuming and require costly chemical procedures and 
bulky instrumentation, necessitating an advanced medical infrastructure and trained 
laboratory professionals. In developing countries , there is an urgent need for cost-
effective and easy-to-use diagnostics technologies. On the other hand, in developed 
countries , even though resources are available , the cost of healthcare is still a concern . 
Therefore, there is a strong need for affordable and high-throughput screening 
technologies that can effectively monitor and diagnose various medical conditions. 
Recently, various point-of-care diagnostic devices have been developed [22-27] and 
among them optical imaging and sensing techniques are highly advantageous as they can 
provide real-time and highly sensitive quantitative information. These technologies can 
potentially assist rapid and accurate diagnosis. [28-31] There are number of optical 
techniques have been proposed for point-of-care diagnostic such as (i) in-vitro optical 
devices [32-37] including portable optical imaging systems, optical microscopes 
integrated to cell-phones and (ii) in-vivo optical devices [38-42] involving confocal 
microscopy, microendoscopy and optical coherence tomography (OCT) techniques. 
Among these approaches, lensfree computational on-chip imaging [43] has been an 
emerging technique that can eliminate the need for bulky and costly optical components 
while also preserving the image resolution, field-of-view (FOV) and sensitivity (Figure 
1.3a). In these on-chip microscopy platforms, computational phase recovery methods are 
used to partially eliminate diffraction effects, which provides higher-resolution 
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microscopic images across very large imaging areas, larger than 20-30 mm2 using CMOS 
imagers (Figure 1.3b).[44,45] Together with the improvements provided by unique 
surface chemistry techniques, lensfree on-chip imaging can even detect single viruses and 
sub-100 nm particles [46,47] across a wide FOV larger than 20 mm2 and provides a high-
throughput nano-imaging platform (Figure 1.3c). However, this technology is limited by 
the size of the biomolecules as it is uses a lensfree computational technique. Therefore, 
further improvements are needed for integrating this technology for detection of 
biomolecules with protein layer thicknesses down to couple of nm in order to employ it 
with biomarkers, which are highly important for diagnosis of diseases having global 
effects such as cancer. 
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Figure 1.3 Portable lensfree imaging devices for point-of-care diagnostics. (a) Lensfree 
devices integrated to cell phones. (Figure is taken from Kim et al. J Lab Auto 17:43 , 
2012) (b) Phase recovery methods for lensfree sensing using plasmonic nanoapertures. 
(Figure is taken from Khademhosseinieh et al. Appl Phys Lett 97:221107, 2010) 
(c) Imaging of single nanoparticles and viruses using computational on-chip microscopy . 
(Figure is taken from Mudanyali et al. Nat Photonics 7:247, 2013) 
1.4 Plasmonics Aperture Antennas 
Recently, plasmonics has taken significant attention as it enables highly advantageous 
biosensing platforms via addressing the problems in the conventional systems. 
Nanoaperture arrays support extraordinary optical transmission through the exploitation 
of plasmonic modes excited by the grating orders of the array .[48 ,49] This grating 
configuration allows the incident light to be coupled to the surface plasmon (SP) waves 
even at normal incidence. Figure 1.4a schematically shows the experimental setup where 
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a plasmonic chip is inserted normally between a source (broadband white light source) 
and a collector (objective lens) without a need for angled configuration. Transmitted light 
from the plasmonic chip collected by the objective lens is coupled into an optical fiber 
and the optical characterization of this collected light is performed by a spectrometer.[50] 
This compact configuration employing nanostructured resonators then eliminate the need 
for bulky optical setups as in SPR platforms which is highly sensitive to angle of 
incidence.[51-54] 
Nanoscale plasmonic structures consisting of metallic particles or apertures provide 
new avenues for biosensing due to their ability to generate dramatic field enhancements 
and spatially confine light on the nanometer scale as shown in Figure 1.4c.[55-63] The 
plasmonic modes supporting these large local electromagnetic fields are highly sensitive 
to minute changes in the nearfield refractive index of the nanoaperture. This behavior 
opens a route to label-free techniques for monitoring binding events. The basic working 
principle of these sensors is to employ optical resonator with a clean spectral response 
which is sensitive to change in the local refractive index. Then, the surface of the sensor 
is coated with capture ligands. Capturing the target biomolecules increases the refractive 
index around the optical resonators. The index variation results in a red shift in the 
spectral response of the resonator as schematically shown in Figure 1.4b. Then, this label-
free technique indicates the presence of the target molecules in the sensing surface 
without the need for a fluorescent dye.[51-53] 
This collinear configuration is also naturally compatible for imaging within an array 
format, making it a competitive candidate for high-throughput sensing and diagnostics 
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applications.[64] As the transmitted signals carry an intensity information, they can be 
directly imaged onto a charge-coupled device (CCD) or complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor (CMOS) camera as shown in Figure 1.4e. Therefore, instead of employing 
bulky optical setups (microscope, spectrometer etc.) and light/mechanical isolation, 
which are strongly limited under the field-settings, this working principle allows the 
realization of a compact platform, which determines the shifting information from 
plasmonic images. Furthermore, on-chip nanosensors can be integrated with nano and 
microfluidic systems to realize real-time analysis of protein-protein binding kinetics 
(Figure 1.4d). In these platforms, the spectral change in the highly sensitive plasmonic 
resonances can be reliably investigated for protein dynamics. 
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Figure 1.4 Advanced biosensors employing plasmonic nanostructures. (a) Optical setup 
enabling plasmon coupling at normal incidence. (Figure is taken from Dickson et al. 
Nano Lett 8:281, 2008) (b) Label free sensing with plasmonic chips. (Figure is taken 
form Nathan et al. Rep Pro Phys 75:036501, 2012) (c) Enhancement in local 
electromagnetic fields through plasmonic antennas. (Figure is taken from Ruben et al . 
Nat Commun 3:825, 2012) (d) Real-time detection of protein-protein interaction. (Figure 
is taken from Yan et al. Nano Lett 8:27189, 2008) (e) Imaging based plasmonic platform 
for multiplexed biosensing. (Figure is taken from Lindquist et al. Appl Phys Lett 
91:253105, 2007). 
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1.5 Goal of the Thesis and Outline 
Beginning with this intuition , the goal of this thesis is to uniquely integrate plasmonics 
with optics to realize handheld and portable biosensing platforms for ultra-sensitive and 
label-free biosensing in a high-throughput and massively multiplexed manner. Towards 
this aim in Chapter 3, we introduce a handheld on-chip biosensing technology that 
employs plasmonic microarrays coupled with a lensfree computational imaging system 
towards multiplexed and high-throughput screening of biomolecular interactions for 
point-of-care applications in resource-limited settings. This lightweight and field-portable 
biosensing device, utilizes a compact opto-electronic sensor array to record the 
diffraction patterns of plasmonic nanostructures under a uniform illumination by a single 
light emitting diode (LED) tuned to the plasmonic mode of the nano-apertures. 
Employing a sensitive plasmonic array design that is combined with lensfree 
computational imaging, we demonstrate label-free and quantitative detection of 
biomolecules with a protein layer thickness down to 3 nm. Integrating large-scale 
plasmonic microarrays, our on-chip imaging platform enables the simultaneous detection 
of protein mono- and bilayers on the same platform over a wide range of biomolecule 
concentrations. In this handheld device, we also employ an iterative phase retrieval based 
image reconstruction method, which offers the ability to digitally image a highly 
multiplexed array of sensors on the same plasmonic chip, making this approach 
especially suitable for high-throughput diagnostic applications in field settings. 
In Chapter 4, we demonstrate a high-throughput biosensing device that utilizes 
microfluidics based plasmonic microarrays combined with dual-color on-chip imaging 
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platform towards high-throughput and label-free monitoring of biomolecular interactions 
at the point of care. This integrated biosensing platform utilizes micro-channels enabling 
flow-over fluid exchange scheme under simultaneous illumination by two different color 
LEDs located spectrally right and left side of the plasmonic mode. Based on a ratio-
metric digital analysis method performed on the unique diffraction images acquired at the 
detector plane for the same plasmonic structure, we experimentally validate the detection 
limit of this biosensing platform using concentration experiments. This dual color method 
is designed to boost the precision and robustness of quantitative detection capability of 
the platform. In this plasmonic biosensing device, we also monitor binding dynamics of 
protein complexes as a function of time or number of imaging frames. 
In Chapter 5, we systematically show how we improve the sensing quality of our 
plasmonic chip technology. In first section of the chapter, we introduce a nanoplasmonic 
platform merging multiple modalities for optical trapping, spectroscopy, and biosensing 
applications all in the same platform. Our platform is based on SPs driven by nanopillar 
antenna arrays fabricated on a conducting substrate combining complementary strengths 
of localized and propagating SPs. Tailoring of spectrally narrow resonances lead to large 
refractive index sensitivities (S) with record high figure of merits (FOM). These 
nanopillars support strong light localization with easily accessible and highly enhanced 
hotspots compared to a conventional nanopillar design fabricated on a dielectric substrate 
suffering from inaccessible optical fields, which are highly important for biosensing and 
spectroscopy applications. Strong optical forces are also shown at these hotspots enabling 
directional control with incident light polarization. 
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The nanopillar system supports a fundamental dipolar plasmonic mode suffer from 
radiative loses. In the second section, we show that by bringing the nanostructures in 
close proximity, we can enable the coupling of this fundamental dipolar mode with 
higher order modes that gives rise to excitation of more complex phenomena such as 
Fano-type resonances. Unlike the dipolar plasmonic modes, the Fano-type interferences 
do not suffer from radiative losses due to suppression of radiation damping. In this 
section, we design and demonstrate Fano-resonant cascaded 1t-shaped antennas to access 
the dark plasmonic states with high nearfield enhancements and narrow resonances. 
These Fano-resonant systems support modes with high Q-factors as well as smaller 
optical mode volumes compared to its conventional counterpart, single-1t structure, which 
promises highly sensitive systems that support large field-analyte interactions. 
In the last section of this chapter using the concepts developed in the two previous 
sections of the same chapter, we show that introducing a conducting layer (resulting in 
more advantageous far- and nearfield characteristics for systems supporting a 
fundamental plasmonic mode) to closely coupled nanostructures (enabling the coupling 
between fundamental and higher order modes in order to support Fano resonances for 
reducing losses) results in systems with superior Fano characteristics. The proposed 
system is asymmetric ring/disk cavities fabricated on a conducting layer. In this section, 
we also demonstrate that the concept developed thorough these cavity systems can be 
applied to all other Fano-resonant structures to realize biosensing platforms with high 
sensitivities that is reliably detected via its extremely sharp spectral features. Since Fano-
resonances, by exhibiting quadrupolar nature, show extreme dispersion (implying that if 
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the resonant frequency of a cavity changes slightly, the change in transmitted or reflected 
intensity is dramatically amplified), they are highly advantageous for realization of 
extremely sensitive biosensing platforms. 
We begin with Chapter 2 by presenting the theoretical and technical background of the 
surface chemistry based label-free plasmonic biosensors. We conclude in Chapter 6 by 
summarizing the key features of the thesis and discuss the possible future works realizing 
opportunities for highly advantages biosensing devices. 
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2 Technical Background 
Before discussing the new materials in Chapters 3-6, in this chapter an overview of the 
important basic concepts used in the subsequent sections are discussed. We first look at 
some background on SP theory as they play the dominant role in sensing of the 
bimolecular interaction via nanoscale metallic structures. Then, we introduce the 
plasmonic structure that we employ our sensing experiments, which are subwavelength 
nanohole arrays fabricated through thin metal films. The plasmonic modes excited 
through nanohole arrays are also investigated in detail. 
2.1 Surface Plasmon Theory 
SPs are light waves that propagate along an interface between a dielectric and a metal 
medium. These electromagnetic waves are trapped on the surface of the metal due to their 
strong interaction with the free electrons of the conductor.[65] During this interaction , the 
free electrons of the conducting metal respond collectively via oscillating in resonance 
with the electromagnetic field of light as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.la . This 
collective oscillation constitutes the SPs and provides their unique electromagnetic 
properties. In Figure 2.1 b, we simulate the SP propagation along an interface between air 
and gold by Finite Element Method (FEM). The FEM simulation is performed through 
COMSOL Multiphysics showing the system in steady state at 633 nm. In the simulation , 
we modeled the frequency dependent dielectric function of gold, E(w) by the Drude 
model as in Equation 2.1.[66] 
(2.1) 
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where <.up is the plasma frequency (frequency of bulk longitudinal electron excitations, 
wp/2TI = 2155.6 THz for gold) and r is the scattering rate (representing the dissipation 
of the electron motion , r /2TI = 104.86 THz for gold). 
The interaction between surface charges of the conductor and the electromagnetic field 
of light results in a momentum mismatch that the momentum of the surface plasmon 
~ ~ 
(k5 p) is greater than that of free space photon (kx)· The dispersion relation of SPs is given 
in Equation 2.2. 
(2 .2) 
where Ect and Em are the permittivity of the dielectric and metal layers , respectively. 
Figure 2.lc shows that the dispersion curve (w/k- relation diagram) of SP (denoted with 
a red line) always lies below the light line (denoted with a dashed black line) which is the 
dispersion relation of light in free space. Therefore, SPs are not directly accessible with 
an incident light source from free-space. There are numerous different ways to excite 
SPs. One important example of SP excitation schemes is the grating coupling scheme 
where a periodic surface corrugation is introduced to the metal/dielectric interface as 
schematically shown in Figure 2.ld. In this configuration, the lattice vector of the grating , 
--> 
G (denoted with a blue arrow in Figure 2.1c) is used to overcome the momentum 
mismatch as shown in Equation 2.3. 
(2.3) 
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Figure 2.1 Excitation of SPs and their physical properties. (a) SP wave: collective charge 
oscillation through the surface of a metal conductor. (b) FEM simulation of SP 
propagation along an interface between a dielectric (air) and metal (gold) at 633 nm. 
(c) Dispersion relation of SP (red curve) and light line (dispersion relation of light in free 
space, black dashed line). In the figure, the lattice vector, G (blue arrow) used to 
overcome the momentum mismatch between SP and free space photon is shown with a 
blue arrow. (d) Grating coupling scheme (periodic surface corrugation applied to the 
interface between air and metal) overcoming the momentum mismatch between SP and 
incident light from free space. 
One of the classical examples of grating coupling scheme is nanohole arrays. 
Transmission through a subwavelength metallic aperture (as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 2.2a) is addressed by the classical diffraction theory. According to Bethe's 
predictions , transmission through a single circular shaped aperture should be inversely 
proportional with the wavelength's 4th power.[67] Therefore, at higher wavelength (after 
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a critical wavelength, Ac), there would be a dramatic decay in the transmission as shown 
in Figure 2.2b. However, as shown by Ebbessen's pioneering work, periodic nanohole 
arrays fabricated through a thin silver layer (fabricated structure is shown in Figure 2.2d) 
show peaks in the transmission spectrum (Figure 2.2c) which are associated with the SP 
grating orders as demonstrated in the next section.[48] These peak values exceed the 
classical diffraction theory's predictions by orders of magnitude and this phenomenon is 
called extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). 
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Figure 2.2 Extraordinary light transmission through subwavelength apertures via 
excitation of SPs. (a) Schematic illustration of light transmission through a single 
subwavelength hole with a hole diameter much smaller than the wavelength of light 
described by the classical diffraction the01y. (b) Transmission vs. wavelength of light 
according to classical diffraction theory, stating that the transmission of the aperture is 
inversely proportional with the wavelength' s 4111 power. (c) Transmission response of 
nanohole arrays fabricated through thin silver layer where hole diameter: 150 nrn, array 
period: 900 nm and the thickness of the silver layer: 200 nrn. (d) Scanning Electron 
Microscope (SEM) image of the fabricated nanohole arrays through silver film. (Figure is 
taken from Ebbessen et al. Nature, 391:667, 1998) 
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2.2 Lift-off Free Fabrication of Nanoholes 
In this section, we describe our highly precise and lift-off free fabrication method based 
on electron beam lithography (EBL). The fabrication process is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
In fabrication, we use a silicon (Si) wafer of thickness 500 Jlm coated with 100 nm low 
pressure chemically deposited silicon nitride (SiN) films on both sides. First step of the 
nanohole fabrication is shown in Figure 2.3a. The aperture patterns with size of 750 J..Lm x 
750 J..Lm on the bottom silicon nitride layer are achieved through photolithography 
performed on 2 J..Lm thick MICRO POSIT™ S 1818™ positive photoresist using SUSS 
MicroTec MA/BA6 Mask Aligner followed by development. Then, dry etching is 
performed (using SF6 + He) to completely remove the silicon nitride layers within the 
transferred patterns on the backside of the wafer. After dry etching, the chips are 
sonicated with acetone and IP A for cleaning the photolithography resist. The chips are 
then immersed in KOH solution for wet etching to selectively remove the thin silicon 
layer under the top silicon nitride layer. At the end of this step, we achieve suspended 
silicon nitride membrane as shown in the optical microscope image in Figure 2.3b.[68] 
Second step of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 2.3c. We first perform EBL 
using Zeiss Supra40 SEMon a positive resist, polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). After 
development using a methyl isobutyl ketone-isopropyl alcohol (MIBK-IPA) solution, we 
perform dry-etching (using SF6 + Ar) while using PMMA as a mask. Finally, we perform 
oxygen plasma to clean the EBL resist residues. At this step, the resulting structure is a 
photonic crystal fabricated through free-standing silicon nitride membrane as shown in 
the SEM image in Figure 2.3d.[69] Finally depositing 5 nm thick Ti (adhesion layer) and 
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150 nm thick Au layers via electron beam evaporator (CHA), sequentially defmes the 
suspended plasmonic sensors with nanohole openings as shown in Figure 2.3e. As a 
result, we achieve high-quality plasmonic structures without need for lift-off as shown by 
the SEM image in Figure 2.3f.[51] 
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Figure 2.3 Lift-off free fabrication method for realization of the nanohole arrays based 
on EBL. Step 1: (a) Realization of free-standing silicon nitride membrane via 
photolithography and dry/wet etchings. (b) Optical microscope image of free-standing 
silicon nitride membrane. Step 2: (c) Realization of photonic crystal through silicon 
nitride membrane via EBL and dry etching . (d) SEM image of photonic crystal through 
silicon nitride membrane . Step 3: (e) Realization of the nanohole array through thin gold 
film via metal deposition. (f) SEM image of the nanohole arrays through thin gold film. 
The corresponding device dimensions are hole diameter: 200 nm and periodicity array: 
600 nm, silicon nitride , titanium and gold thicknesses are 100 nm, 5 nm and 150 nm , 
respectively. 
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2.3 Plasmonic Nanohole Arrays 
For a nanohole array with a period P, the momentum mismatch between the incident 
-+ -+ _.. --+ --+ -+ 
photons and the surface plasmons is k5p = kx ± iGx ± jGy where Gx and Gy are the 
lattice vectors of the square lattice along the x- and y-directions CIGxl = JGyl = 2n/P) 
with the grating orders (i, j) .[52] Figure 2.4a shows the calculated (under an x-polarized 
light source) and experimental transmission response of the nanohole array with diameter 
200 nm and periodicity 600 nm. In the spectrum, we observe the aperture system supports 
three distinct resonances that originate from the grating coupling conditions. In order to 
understand the physical origin of these modes, we obtain their electromagnetic field 
profiles at the metal/air interface (top surface of the nanohole array shown in Figure 
2.4b). The numerical calculations have been performed through Finite Difference Time 
Domain (FDTD) simulations (via Lumerical FDTD Solutions). In the simulations, 
dielectric constants of gold and titanium are taken from Ref.[70]. For the unit cell 
consisting of a single nanohole , periodic boundary condition is used along the x- and y-
directions (to provide the collective plasmonic behavior arising from the periodicity) and 
perfectly matched layer boundary condition is used along the direction of the illumination 
source, z. In the simulations, the mesh size is chosen to be 5 nm along the x-, y-, and z-
directions . 
Magnetic field profile (magnitude of the y-component of the magnetic field which is 
the largest component for an x-polarized light source , IHyl) and the electric field profile 
(magnitude of the z-component of the electric field , I Ez J) for ( -1 ,0) mode show that the 
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local excitations have a dipolar mode character. The standing field pattern in IHyl along 
the x-direction in the background is due to the propagating SP excitation whereas the 
enhanced hot spots around the rims of the nanoholes along the y-direction are due to the 
excitation of the localized SPs or LSPs (The theory of LSPs will be discussed in the 
following section). However, modes (0,±1) and (+1,0) have subradiant nature and have 
zero net-dipole moments. Electric field profiles of these dark modes also confirm their 
quadrupolar and monopolar characters, respectively. These results clearly prove that 
these weaker modes spectrally positioned left side of the main strong plasmonic mode 
appear as a result of an incident source with an angle, 8 as schematically illustrated in the 
in Figure 2.4a. 
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Figure 2.4 Plasmonic modes supported by the nanohole arrays fabricated through thin 
metal fi lm. (a) Experimental (under an unpolarized source , red curve) and calculated 
(under an x-polarized source, blue curve) transmission responses of the nanohole array 
under an incident angle, e = 1° as schematically illustrated on right. (b) Magnetic (y-
component, IHy l) and electric field (z-component, IEzl) profiles of the 3 different 
plasmonic modes excited by nanohole arrays . The corresponding device dimensions are 
hole diameter: 200 nm and periodicity array: 600 nm, silicon nitride , titanium and gold 
thicknesses are 100 nm, 5 nm and 150 nm , respectively. 
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Figure 2.5a shows the variations in the spectral location of the plasmonic modes with 
different angle of incidence, 8. Here, these variations are due to the changing the 
horizontal projection of the incident wavevector, kx. For the (0,±1) mode, we observe 
minor dispersions for small angles of incidence since kx and Gy are perpendicular to each 
other as schematically shown in Figure 2.5b. On the other hand, for ( + 1 ,0) and ( -1 ,0) 
modes, dispersions are quite large since kx and Gx are parallel as shown in Figure 2.5c. 
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Figure 2.5 Dispersion of SP for different grating orders. (a) Spectral dispersion of the 
transmission minimum is presented as a function of the angle of incidence for different 
grating orders . Schematic vectoral illustration of the projection of the incident 
wavevector, kx and the lattice vectors of the grating along x- andy-directions which are 
Gx and Gy, respectively for (b) (0,±1) and (c) (+1,0) and (-1,0) grating orders. The 
corresponding device dimensions are hole diameter: 200 nm and periodicity array: 600 
nm, silicon nitride, titanium and gold thicknesses are 100 nm, 5 nm and 150 nm, 
respectively. 
Figure 2.6 shows the calculated transmission response of the nanohole array for 
different angle of incidence, 8. For perpendicularly illuminated incident light (8 = 0), 
(0, ±1) and ( + 1 ,0) modes are subradiant and they are weakly coupled to continuum so 
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that they are not visible in the spectrum. On the other hand, ( -1 ,0) mode is superradiant 
such that it is strongly coupled to continuum and radiative. When an incident angle is 
introduced, the retardation effects allow the coupling of the incident light to (0,±1) and 
(+1,0) dark modes. As shown in the same figure, at the incidence angle, 8 = 6° (0,±1) 
mode is dark again. A critical optical regime (at 8 = 1 °) where the spectral overlap of the 
dark modes is small whereas the incident light coupling to them is strong, allows modest 
light transmission. These results prove that the two weak spectral peaks observed in the 
experimental transmission spectrum is due to the angular source configuration in our 
optical setup. Between the plasmonic modes supported by the nanohole array fabricated 
through thin gold film, as the intensity of light transmission supported by ( -1 ,0) mode is 
much stronger compared to others, we focus on this mode for our sensing applications as 
we demonstrate in the next section. 
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Figure 2.6 Calculated transmission response of the nanohole array for varying angles of 
incidence,(] for the range between 0 and 6° demonstrating the variations in the two dark 
modes spectrally located at the left side of the strong optical response. The corresponding 
device dimensions are hole diameter: 200 nm and periodicity array: 600 nm, silicon 
nitride, titanium and gold thicknesses are 100 nm, 5 nm and 150 nm, respectively. 
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SPs can propagate along metallic films or · along periodically modulated metallic 
smfaces so that they can be coupled giving rise to new SP modes as schematically shown 
in Figure 2.7a (described before). SPs can also get localized at metallic features. Unlike 
the propagating SPs, LSPs do not propagate but rather consist of standing waves as 
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.7b. LSPs are associated with bound electron plasmas 
in nanoaperture or particles with dimensions much smaller than the incident wavelength 
as schematically shown in Figure 2.7d (where LSPs constitute standing waves at the 
corner of a metal rod) . Propagating SPs or SPPs have a continuous dispersion relation as 
demonstrated in the previous section and therefore exist over a wide range of frequencies 
on the other hand LSP resonances exist only over a finite frequency range (as denoted 
with the blue line in Figure 2 .7c) owing to the additional constraints such as particle's 
size and shape, as well as the dielectric functions of both the metal and the surrounding 
media. Unlike the SPPs, LSPs can be directly coupled with propagating light from free 
space (under normal incidence) . 
Since SPs propagate on the metal surface or get localized at metallic features, they are 
highly sensitive to change in the surface conditions. In application point of view , this 
thesis focuses on engineering of periodic nanostructures (nanoapertures/nanoparticles) 
supporting strong sensing character to local refractive index changes in the presence of 
low concentration of biomolecules by enabling unique interaction of propagating and 
localized SPs for strong optical responses including sharp spectral features for reliable 
sensing information and large and easily accessible local electromagnetic fields for strong 
overlap between optical fields and analyte in the vicinity of the sensing surface . 
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Figure 2.7 Excitation of SPPs and LSPs through metallic systems. (a) Propagating SPs or 
SPPs excited by periodically corrugated metallic surface enabling coupling of different 
plasmonic modes. (b) Schematic illustration of free conduction electrons in the metallic 
nanoparticle driven into oscillation due to the strong coupling with incident light. 
(c) Dispersion relation of LSP (blue line) and SPP (red curve). (d) SP standing waves 
(LSP excitation) on the surface of a gold rectangular rod. 
2.4 Refractive Index Sensing 
In this section, we investigate how we employ our plasmonic substrate for ultra-sensitive 
biodetection applications. In our biosensing platform, we utilize nanohole arrays 
fabricated through thin metal films as they enable easily accessible large field 
enhancements as well strong extraordinary light transmission with narrow line-widths. As 
indicated by our FDTD analysis, the nanohole array enhances the incident light intensity 
up to 500 times. Under an unpolarized light source (normally incident on the sensing 
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surface as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.8a), highly enhanced nearfields strongly 
localize around the rims of the nanoholes. As demonstrated by the cross-sectional field 
profile, local fields extensively extend into surrounding medium as shown in Figure 2.8d. 
These highly accessible and large local fields increase the sensitivity of the nanoaperture 
system to the change in the local refractive index via enhancing the overlap between 
analyte and the optical field as illustrated in Figure 2.8b. Therefore, the EOT signal 
strongly depends on the refractive index of the adjacent medium. In order to show 
sensing capability of our sensing platform, we introduce different refractive indices of 
bulk solutions including DI-water, (n01 = 1.333), IPA (niPA = 1.377) and chloroform 
(nchloroform = 1.49).[64] Figure 2.8c shows the variation in the transmission response of 
the nanohole array for different refractive indices. We then calculate refractive index 
sensitivity (S) (demonstrating how sensitively the plasmonic mode shifts for different 
refractive indices), which is defined as the ration between the change in the spectral 
position of the plasmonic mode (~A.) and the change in the refractive index of the bulk 
solution (~n). Using this highly sensitive plasmonic substrate, we obtain refractive index 
sensitivity as large as, S = ~A.f~n = 660 nm/RIU. However, the overall refractive index 
sensitivity also depends on the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) which is also 
important for direct comparison of the overall performance of each sensor. Within the 
plasmonic context, Sherry et al . defined the term FOM, which is defined as the ration 
between S and FWHM [71]. Supporting spectrally narrow resonances with FWHM as 
small as 16 nm, we calculate the experimental figure of merit as large as, FOM = 
S/FWHM = 41.5 . These S and FOM values supported by nanohole arrays are highly 
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advantageous for label-free biosensing applications. As the nanohole arrays have this 
strong ability of refractive index based sensing, we demonstrate label-free biosensing 
detection of live viruses from biological media in the next section. 
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Figure 2.8 Refractive index sensing via plasmonic nanohole arrays. (a) Schematic 
illustration of nanohole array fabricated through thin gold film under normally incident 
unpolarized light source . (b) The overlap between optical field supported by the 
plasmonic nanoholes and the biomolecules in the vicinity of the sensing surface . 
(c) Variations in the transmission response (back line denotes the bare response) of 
nanohole array by introducing different refractive indices of bulk solutions , DI-water, 
(n01 = 1.333), IPA (n1PA = 1.377) and chloroform (nchloroform = 1.49). (d) Electric 
field intensity enhancement distribution (1£1 2 /IEincl 2 ) calculated at the top surface of the 
metal film and through cross-section under an x-polarized light source. The 
corresponding device dimensions: hole diameter: 200 nm and periodicity array: 600 nm. 
Thickness of the gold and silicon nitride layers is 150 nm and 100 nm, respectively. 
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Employing plasmonic nanoholes, we demonstrate the direct detection of live viruses at 
medically relevant concentrations.[51] In order to effectively capture the target analytes 
in the sensing surface that results in reliable biosensing signal, we perform chemical 
protocols enabling specificity of the plasmonic sensing substrate. Our chemical procedure 
is schematically demonstrated in Figure 2.9a. Initially, the plasmonic substrate has a bare 
transmission mode in the visible range as schematically denoted with a black curve in 
Figure 2.9c. We first chemically modify the gold surface, making it suitable for 
immobilization of the antibodies. Here, the sticking protein is denoted with the blue color 
in Figure 2.9a. The presence of these molecules results in a slight red shift in the 
transmission resonance due to the increase in the local refractive index in the vicinity of 
the sensing surface (schematically denoted by a blue curve). Antibodies (denoted with the 
red color) will be then covalently bond to the surface and results in a red shift in the 
plasmonic resonance (schematically denoted with a red curve). Then, we introduce the 
targeted biosolution containing the analytes (denoted with the green color) which are 
captured specifically by the antibodies while making another red shift on the spectrum 
(schematically denoted with a green curve). Here , the amount of this red-shift determines 
the presence of the analyte without need of any biological labels . Note that, our surface 
chemistry protocols make sure that the targeted analytes only stick on the gold surface of 
the plasmonic sensor. As a real-experiment demonstration, we perform the detection of 
vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) at a concentration of 109 PFU/ml. Gold surfaces is first 
immobilized with protein A/G. Protein A/G is a recombinant fusion protein constituting 
of binding domains of both protein A and protein G. Protein A/G sticks on the gold 
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surface by physisorption. Due to the accumulated biomass on the sensor surface , 
attachment of protein A/G (Pierce , IL at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in PBS (10 mM 
phosphate buffer, 137 mM NaCl , and 2.7 ml of KCl) results in a 4 nm red-shift. We then 
immobilize antibody lgG on the sensing surface. IgG is immobilized on protein A/G due 
to the high affinity of protein A/G to the Fe regions of antibody IgG as schematically 
shown in the inset in Figure 2.9c. Immobilization of protein lgG results in an additional 9 
nm shift in the plasmonic mode (8G5-VSV specific antibodies at a concentration of 
0.5 mg/ml). Finally, the accumulation of the VSV virus creates a large effective refractive 
index increase, which triggers a 100 nm shift in the transmission resonance as shown in 
the experimental transmission response in Figure 2.9d. Our surface chemistry protocols 
are described in Appendices section, in detail. Here , highly specific antiviral 
immunoglobulins show strong affinity to the viral membrane proteins, called 
glycoproteins (schematically shown in inset in Figure 2.9c).[72] GJycoproteins are 
presented on the outside of the assembled virus membrane and bind to receptors on the 
host cell membrane in order to enter the cell. SEM image in Figure 2.9b also clearly 
shows the captured viruses on the gold surface. Therefore, this section demonstrates that 
our plasmonic sensing substrate can be reliably used in biodetection of targeted analytes 
in label-free format. 
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Figure 2.9 Direct detection of viruses from biological media. (a) Schematic illustration of 
virus capturing in the vicinity of the plasmonic sensing surface. The chemistry protocol 
makes sure that the viruses only stick on the gold surface. (b) SEM image of the captured 
VSV viruses on the gold surface of the nanohole arrays. (c) Schematic illustration of the 
variations in the spectral response of a plasmonic substrate by introducing biomolecules 
to the sensing platform. Black curve: bare response, blue curve: response after sticking 
protein incubation, red curve: response after virus antibody incubation and green curve: 
response after virus incubation. In the figure inset, we show the chemically binding of 
protein A/G, protein IgG and VSV virus on the sensing surface. (d) Variations in the 
experimental transmission response of the nanohole array after introducing VSV virus. 
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3 Imaging Based Platforms Toward Handheld Sensing Devices 
3.1 Multiplexed Biosensors 
In order to determine the variations m the plasmonic transmission response of the 
nanohole arrays in the presence of different bio/chemical molecules, we utilize a 
spectrometer (SpectraPro 500i) coupled to an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse-Ti 
microscope) as schematically shown in Figure 3.la. Here, the transmitted light from the 
plasmonic chip is collected by a high-magnification objective lens (lOOx) coupled into an 
optical fiber. However, this read-out configuration dramatically limits multiplexing as the 
sensors on the plasmonic chip need to be monitored sequentially rather than 
simultaneously. Furthermore, this platform is also strongly bulky as it utilizes complex 
optical setups and instruments as well as needs light and mechanical isolation so that it 
cannot be utilized in the resource-poor settings. 
Toward to address this problem, imaging based systems could be an ideal solution. 
Since the transmitted signals carry intensity information, they can be directly imaged 
onto a CCD or CMOS camera. As a proof of demonstration, we design a platform where 
we utilize an optical source that enables high sensitivities to the presence of the 
biomolecules in the vicinity of the sensing surface. Here, we use a notch filter with a line-
width of 10 nm, which spectrally overlaps with the plasmonic mode supported by the 
nanohole array. Then, the variation in the transmission response can be measured by 
monitoring the change in the optical images captured by a CCD camera. Figure 3.1 b 
shows the transmitted response of the plasmonic mode supported by the nanohole array 
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where the surface is chemically modified with protein A/G, from Pierce with a 
concentration of 0.5 mg/ml (denoted with a blue curve). The notch filter (denoted with a 
black curve) spectrally overlaps with this plasmonic response to reliably detect the 
presence of the targeted molecules (protein lgG). The addition of protein IgG from 
Sigma-Aldrich with a concentration of 0.5 mg/ml (mouse antibody) results in an 
additional 16 nm shift as denoted with a red curve. Figure 3 .lc shows the intensity of the 
transmitted signal before and after the protein incubation. As shown in the figure, while 
almost all transmitted light from the bare nanoholes can pass through the filter (denoted 
with a blue curve), the transmitted light from the nanoholes covered with protein IgG is 
dramatically filtered out (denoted with a red curve). From the CCD images in Figure 
3 .ld , the reduction in the transmitted light after the addition of the targeted protein can be 
clearly observed. Therefore , this simple proof-of-principle demonstration proves that our 
imaging-based sensor design makes it possible to realize more compact platforms that 
determine the spectral shift information of the corresponding pixels from the plasmonic 
images. This results open a way to combine the plasmonic biosensing technology with 
imaging based devices for realizing strongly multiplexed biodetection of binding events 
by monitoring plasmonic pixels simultaneously on the same plasmonic chip. 
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Figure 3.1 Proof-of-principle demonstration of sensing biomolecular interactions with 
imaging devices . (a) Schematic view of the spectrometer-based experimental setup for 
collecting the variation in the plasmonic response . (b) Transmission spectra before 
(denoted with a blue curve) and after (denoted with a red curve) the capturing of the IgG 
antibody . Spectral characteristic of the notch filter (with 10 nm bandwidth) overlapping 
with bare plasmonic mode is also given (denoted with a black curve) . (c) Transmitted 
light intensities in the presence of the notch filter is given before (denoted with a blue 
curve) and after (denoted with a red curve) the capturing of the antibody. (d) CCD images 
of the transmitted light obtained from detection sensors. Capturing of the antibody causes 
a dramatic reduction of the transmitted light intensities through the detection sensors. 
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Toward a much multiplexed biosensor system , we integrate large scale and highly 
dense microarrays to our imaging based platform as schematically illustrated in Figure 
3 .2a. Stated in the previous section, the spectrometer-based systems cannot be 
multiplexed as the sensor pixels need to be evaluated sequentially rather than 
simultaneously . As we use an imaging device and a source overlapping with the 
plasmonic modes , we can monitor the spectral variations due to the presence of the 
biomolecules in the plasmonic pixels. This linear excitation and collection coupling 
configuration provides a unique opportunity for high-throughput multiplexing 
applications . The change in medium around the individual sensors before and after the 
binding events can be tracked by monitoring the intensity change at the corresponding 
CCD pixels in a high-throughput manner. However, measurements based on direct 
intensity variations at a single wavelength are not reliable due to the intensity fluctuations 
caused by molecular absorptions as well as amplitude noises. Figure 3 .2b shows the bare 
spectral response of the nanohole array with hole diameter of 200 nm and array 
periodicity of 600 nm fabricated through thin gold metal film with a thickness of 125 nm 
standing on a glass slide . The main dipolar plasmonic mode, Au/Air(-1,0) mode located 
at 670 nm as denoted with a blue curve. Introducing protein bilayer composing protein 
A/G with a concentration of 1 mg/ml and protein IgG with a concentration of 1 mg/ml 
results in a total 13 nm red-shift (the plasmonic mode is now at 683 nm) as denoted with 
a green curve. This spectral shift can be detected by monitoring the intensity change 
using a source spectrally located at the left or right side of the bare and modulated 
plasmonic modes. However , the variations in the transmission intensity (as indicated by 
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the dashed line in the same figure) introduce reliability issues for quantitative analysis : 
This problem can be overcome by performing a method employing different spectrally 
tailoring sources. In order to address this issue, we introduce a method based on spectral 
ratio of the original and the modulated plasmonic responses created through light sources 
spectrally located at different wavelengths. Figure 3.2c schematically shows the working 
principle of this method, dual-color filter imaging method (DcFI).[12] The original 
plasmonic resonance centers at 670 nm (denoted with a blue curve). When the 
biomolecules are captured, the resonance red-shifts to a higher wavelength with reduced 
intensity (denoted with a green curve). Then two optical band-pass filters are deployed 
with 20 nm bandwidth. The left filter is centered at 670 nm and the right filter is at 695 
nm as shown with the blue and red regions (as schematically shown in Figure 3 .2c), 
respectively . 
In order to achieve high-throughput and massively multiplexed biosensing , we 
integrate large-scale and cost-effective patterning of nanohole arrays on a regular 
microscope glass slide realized through interference lithography technique to our imaging 
based configuration.[12] Compared to EBL fabrication schemes which are strongly 
limited on high-throughput as the plasmonic pixels need to be fabricated sequentially, 
this method enables rapid and high-throughput fabrication of nanoholes as the 
lithography steps, generating the plasmonic pixels, are performed simultaneously on 
whole glass slide in tens of seconds. After fabricating nanoholes through whole surface of 
the glass slide, square shaped plasmonic pixel arrays are formed upon the nanoholes via 
photolithography and chromium deposition (in order to have defined sensor pixels in a 
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large-scale glass slide fully covered with nanohole arrays). These square sensing pixels 
are identical and have a size of 20 }liD x 20 JliD, (in order to have sufficient number of 
nanoholes for EOT signals competence for the imaging device) and separated by 15 }liD 
from each other as shown in the inset in Figure 3.2a. Using a standard microscope glass 
slide with dimension of 75 mm x 25 mm, up to 1.5 million sensor pixels can be 
fabricated on a single glass substrate, which enables strong high-throughput biodetection. 
After the microarray chip is functionalized with protein A/G, IgG antibodies are 
captured at certain sensors defining a word " hv " as shown in Figure 3 .2d-f. These 
biosamples are spotted onto individual sensor elements by dip-pen spotting. The 30 }liD 
AFM tip yields a round droplet with di'ameter of "'35 }liD at a specific humidity and AFM 
tapping force. The rest of the sensing pixels in the arrays are used as controls with 
spectral response staying constant after protein incubation. For incident light passing 
through the left filter, CCD images of the spatial intensity distribution are shown in 
Figure 3.2d. Here, the transmitted light intensity obtained from the antibody captured 
sensors is slightly weaker than those obtained from the control sensors. On the other 
hand, for the right filter, the corresponding sensor intensity of the captured antibody 
sensors has higher intensity compared to control group. As it is clearly seen from Figure 
3.2d-e, the two CCD images contain weak contrast. On the contrary, if we use DcFI 
method, the contrast of the image obtained by the spectral ratio is much stronger than the 
image obtained with single filters. As a result, the patterned pixels forming the word 
"hv "are clearly observed as shown in Figure 3.2f without need for any labels. 
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Figure 3.2 Dual-color filter tmagmg method for label-free detection. (a) Scheme of 
plasmonic nanohole arrays as biochemical sensors . Collimated transmitted light 
intensities shown on the CCD camera is used to analyze the molecule accumulations on 
the sensor pixels in a high-throughput fashion. Figure inset shows the geometrical 
parameters of 3 x 3 plasmonic microarray pixels. (b) Resonance of individual sensor 
pixel (blue curve) red-shifts after the immobilization of Protein A/G (red curve) and anti-
Mouse IgG (green curve). Transmission intensity reduces with accumulation of bio-
molecules. (c) Working principle of DcFI method for label-free detection . (d) EOT image 
through the left filter. The sensor pixels appear dimmer compared to control group. 
(e) EOT image through the right filter. The sensor pixels appear brighter compared to 
control group. (f) Image processed using DcFI method. The image contrast is 
dramatically enhanced compared to the single filter method. 
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This method is also highly advantageous for quantitative measurement of molecular 
binding events. In order to demonstrate its quantitative detection capability, we use anti-
mouse IgG as target analytes with different solution concentrations. After the microarray 
chip is functionalized with protein A/G, different concentration of analytes is spotted on 
specific sensor arrays. Figure 3.3a shows the location of the protein IgG of different 
concentrations indicated by fluorescent tags. The accumulated analytes at the 
corresponding sensors are then measured using DcFI imaging technique. As shown in 
Figure 3.3b, increasing concentration of protein lgG , stronger signals are obtained 
consistently by the DcFI method for 10 flm/ml, 30 flm/ml and 70 flm/ml. This image 
demonstrates that our biosensors utilizing DcFI method can be reliably used for 
quantitative analysis for protein concentrations. More importantly, the exposure time for 
the fluorescence signal is 3000 ms. On the other hand, it takes less than 30 ms for the 
EOT image. This corresponds to more than two orders of magnitude improvement in the 
image acquisition time compared to the fluorescence imaging method . 
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Figure 3.3 Quantification of biomolecular interactions with DcFI imaging technique . 
(a) Quantification of targeted analyte concentration with (a) fluorescence imaging and 
(b) label-free DcFI methods . Three different anti-mouse IgG concentrations of 70 ytm/ml , 
10 ytm/ml and 30 ytm/ml are shown , respectively . (c) DcFI image with different 
concentrations are shown in 3D for better visualization. In the figure, scale bar is 20 ytm . 
Employing imaging based platforms and the post image-processing methods i.e. DcFI 
method as schematically shown in Figure 3 .4a, we can achieve high-throughput and 
massively multiplexed detection of bio/chemical events. However, this method is still 
bulky as we use a broadband white light and band-pass color filters in order to excite an 
incident source spectrally overlapping with the plasmonic mode supported by the 
nanohole arrays shown in Figure 3 .4b. Therefore, this configuration still needs to be 
hand-held in order to be employed in the resource-poor settings. Toward a hand-held 
device that works in the field settings , the source and the color filters can be replaced 
with an LED source that strongly overlaps with the plasmonic mode as ideally denoted 
with a green dashed curve in Figure 3.4d . Then, the spectral change in the plasmonic 
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mode (Figure 3.4d shows the spectral response of the nanohole arrays before (blue curve) 
and after (red curve) the protein incubation) due the presence of the biomolecules in the 
vicinity of the sensing surface can be tracked in the same fashion. Furthermore, in this 
proof-of-principle setting, we use a CCD camera that is coupled to an inverted 
microscope where the light source and the color filters are built in. In order to design a 
hand-held device, we can also benefit from strongly miniaturized imaging devices such 
as commercially available portable CCD or CMOS cameras as shown in Figure 3 .4c. In 
the next section, we introduce a biosensing platform that enables high-throughput and 
multiplexed sensing of biomolecular events in portable manner by eliminating bulky 
optical and mechanical instrumentation. 
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Figure 3.4 Handheld biosensors toward high-throughput biosensing. (a) Scheme of the 
multiplexed biosensing platform consisting of a CCD camera coupled to an inverted 
microscope, large scale and highly dense microarray pixels fabricated on a microscope 
glass slide and a light source overlapping with the plasmonic mode of the nanohole array. 
(b) Pictures of the broadband source and color filter utilized to generate the light source 
overlapping with the transmission response of the plasmonic substrate . (c) Photos of the 
commercially available portable CMOS camera and the commercially available LED 
sources. (d) Variations in the transmission response of the nanohole array before (blue 
curve) and after (red curve) the antibody incubation. LED response (denoted with a green 
dashed curve) spectrally overlapping with the bare plasmonic mode of the nanohole 
arrays can be ideally used to track the spectral variations through acquiring CMOS/CCD 
images . 
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3.2 Handheld High-Throughput PlasmoDic Biosensor 
In this section, we introduce an integrated system that combines wide-field plasmonic 
arrays with lensfree computational on-chip imaging enabling a high-throughput and 
handheld label-free sensing device. As shown in Figure 3.5a-b, our lightweight on-chip 
plasmonic biosensing platform, weighing 60 grams and 7.5 em tall, is comprised of the 
following components: (i) A plasmonic chip containing rnicroarray pixels composed of 
periodic nanoholes fabricated on a thin gold film to detect the variations in the nearfield 
surface conditions triggered by the specific bindings of molecules on the sensing surface. 
(ii) An LED source that significantly overlaps with the plasmonic modes of the 
nanostructured surface of the chip. These plasmonic nanohole arrays, when illuminated 
by an LED (peak wavelength: ~683 nm and bandwidth: ~26 nm), excite a plasmonic 
mode which supports electromagnetic fields strongly localized around the rims of the 
nanoholes at the top surface. (iii) A CMOS imager chip that records the diffraction 
patterns of the plasmonic nanoapertures, modulated by molecular binding events on the 
aperture surface. As schematically shown in the figure, the CMOS imager, plasmonic 
chip and the LED source are automatically aligned in a dark and compact environment 
without need for ant bulky optical setup or mechanical micro stages which results in a 
hand-held biosensor highly advantageous for resource-poor settings. 
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Figure 3.5 On-chip sensmg platform with plasmonic m1croarrays and lensfree 
computational imaging. (a) Real picture of the on-chip sensing platform with plasmonic 
microarrays and lensfree computational imaging, weighing 60 grams and 7.5 em tall 
designed for point-of-care applications. In the picture, the hand of the author highlights 
the compactness of the device. (b) Schematic of the on-chip computational biosensing 
platform comprising a battery, an LED, a plasmonic chip and a CMOS imager chip. 
For realization of the nanometer-scale aperture arrays through thin metal films in a 
high-throughput manner, we introduce a low-cost and wafer-scale fabrication techriique 
based on deep ultraviolet lithography (DUVL). Compared to current EBL technique 
(introduced in the previous chapter) where each array is fabricated sequentially, this 
method is highly advantageous for fabrication of nanoapertures at wafer scale in a low 
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cost and time effective way by enabling parallel fabrication of nanoapertures. Hence, the 
high-throughput is dramatically improved. As shown in Figure 3.6a-left, from a 4-inch 
whole wafer we can fabricate more than 50 plasmonic chips. Each chip has a dimension 
of 1 em x 1 em (Figure 3.6a-middle) and contains 8 square membranes. These 
membranes have a size of 100 11m x 100 11m and contain approximately 28,000 
nanoholes with diameter 200 nm and periodicity 600 nm. Figure 3.6a-right shows the 
optical microscope image of a square membrane and (in the figure inset) the SEM image 
of the plasmonic nanoholes demonstrating the fabrication quality of DUVL based 
fabrication method, which is highly comparable with current techniques. The steps of the 
DUVL based fabrication method are schematically shown in Figure 3.6b. We start the 
fabrication process with a silicon wafer of thickness 500 11m coated with 100 nm low 
pressure chemically deposited silicon nitride films on both sides. (i) In order to pattern 
the nanohole arrays, we perform DUVL using ASML S500/300 DUV Stepper. The 
resolution ofthe steeper is 150 nm. (ii) Following the development, the nanohole patterns 
are etched through the silicon nitride layer via dry etching using Plasma Therm 790 
RIE/PECVD System (reactive ion etching using SF6 + Ar) while the photoresist is used 
as a mask. Later, the remaining residues on the silicon nitride surface are removed by 
oxygen plasma cleaning. (iii) The aperture patterns with size of 750 11m x 750 11m on the 
bottom silicon nitride layer are achieved through photolithography performed on 2 11m 
thick MICROPOSIT™ S1818™ positive photoresist using SUSS MicroTec MA/BA6 
Mask Aligner followed by development. Later, dry etching is performed to completely 
remove the silicon nitride layers within the transferred patterns on the backside of the 
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wafer. The chips are then immersed in KOH solution for wet etching to realize free-
standing silicon nitride membranes. (iv) Finally, we deposit 5 run thick Ti layer (adhesion 
layer) and 125 run thick Au layer resulting in plasmonic nanohole array in a lift-off free 
manner. 
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Figure 3.6 DUVL based fabrication of nanoapertures at wafer scale. (a) Left: Picture of 
the 4-inch wafer containing 52 chips fabricated after DUVL and dry etching steps, 
middle: picture of a chip containing 8 free standing silicon nitride membranes fabricated 
after wet etching step, right: optical microscope image of a 100 !J.m x 100 !J.m plasmonic 
membrane fabricated after metal deposition step. Figure inset shows SEM image of the 
nanohole arrays. The corresponding device parameters are: hole diameter= 200 run, array 
periodicity= 600 run, gold thickness= 125 run, titanium (adhesion layer) thickness= 5 
run and silicon nitride thickness = 100 run. (b) Schematic view of the low-cost wafer 
scale fabrication process for manufacturing the nanohole arrays based on DUVL in high-
throughput manner. 
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Figure 3.7a shows the SEM and CMOS image of 100 J.lm x 100 J.lm plasmonic 
microarray pixels separated by 100 J.lm spacing and Figure 3. 7b shows the SEM image of 
a single pixel containing 28,000 aperture elements. In our on-chip detection platform, the 
vertical distance between the plasmonic microarray pixel and the CMOS active area is 
~ 1 mm (described in the next paragraph) as shown in Figure 3.7d. Therefore, even if the 
plasmonic interactions occur in the nearfield of the sensor chip, evanescent wave 
contribution is negligible during the detection or sampling of the lensfree diffraction 
patterns of the nano-apertures. For an accurate calculation of the diffraction pattern, we 
utilize an approach based on convolution and Fresnel kernel. 
Farfield of an aperture is the region outside of the Fraunhofer distance , which is 
defined as dr = 2D 2 /A where D is the largest dimension of the aperture and A is the 
wavelength. At the LED wavelength (A = 683 nm), for the square pixel of 100 pm x 
100 pm, dr is calculated as 30 mm. Hence, for our plasmonic pixel , we are still in the 
nearfield. The nearfield of an aperture is divided into reactive and radiative nearfields. In 
the reactive nearfield, the relationship between electric and magnetic fields is complex 
and hard to determine. In the radiative nearfield in contrast (evanescent field contribution 
is negligible) , electric and magnetic fields are still different from the farfield, but they are 
predictable. The radiative nearfield (Fresnel region) is the region far from the distance 
which is calculated by drr = 0.62x.JD3 /A. For our plasmonic pixel , we calculate drr as 
0.75 mm. In our lensfree platform, we use a chip of ~0.5 mm thickness and a CMOS 
camera that has an active area covered by a ~0.5 mm thick glass. Hence , the distance 
between active plasmonic microarray pixel and the CMOS active area is approximately 
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1 mm. Since this distance is in the Fresnel zone (as shown with a grey region in Figure 
3 .7e), we utilize a convolution approach for calculating the Fresnel diffraction patterns at 
z = 1 mm as shown in Equation 3.1.[73] 
. [ Inverse l 
. Founer Fresnel . Intensity at z = 0 ~ [T • ] ~ [ K 1 ] ~ Founer rans1orm erne T f 
rans orm 
~ Intensity Measured by CMOS at z = 1 mm 
We apply the convolution approach to calculate the diffraction patterns for a 
plasmonic pixel containing approximately 28,000 nanoholes with hole diameter 200 nm 
and periodicity 600 nm (shown with an SEM image in Figure 3.7b). For the nearfield 
information at the plasmonic pixel along the top surface metal (at z = 0, air/metal 
interface), we use the electric field intensity distribution of28,000 nanoholes. Figure 3.7c 
shows the nearfield intensity distribution calculated (by FDTD simulations) at the LED 
wavelength for a 5 x 5 nanohole array for an unpolarized light source. As shown in the 
equation, we first take the Fourier transform of the nearfield information at z = 0. Then, 
we multiply it with Fresnel Kernel to propagate the field in the Fourier domain by a 
distance of 1 mm. Finally, we take the inverse Fourier transform to go back to time 
domain again at z = 1 mm. 
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Figure 3.7 Far/nearfield definitions for lensfree imager. (a) CMOS (Diffraction patterns) 
and SEM images of 6 microarray pixels. (b) SEM image of a single 100 Jlm x 1 00 Jlm 
pixel containing 28,000 nanoholes where hole diameter is 200 nm and array periodicity is 
600 nm (c) Nearfield intensity enhancement distribution of 5 x 5 nanoholes calculated at 
the LED wavelength for an unpolarized light source. (d) Schematic view of the plasmonic 
chip on top of a CMOS camera demonstrating the distance between plasmonic pixel and 
the CMOS active area, which is approximately 1 mm. (e) General far/nearfield 
defmitions for a nanoantenna. 
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For our analysis, we focus on the SP(-1,0) mode described in Chapter 2 (indicated by a 
black arrow in the experimental spectrum shown in Figure 3.8a) since it supports large 
transmission intensity which can be easily detected by our lensfree imaging device. Upon 
functionalization of the microarray pixels with a protein bilayer, containing 0.5 mg/ml 
protein A/G and 0.5 mg/ml protein IgG, which increases the local refractive index around 
the sensor surface, the plasmonic mode shifts to longer wavelengths by ~ 19 nm (from 
683 nm to 702 nm).[51,52] Protein A/G has a molecular weight of 50.46 kDa and the 
thickness of protein A/G layer is approximately 3 nm.[54] In addition, molecular weight 
of protein IgG is 160 kDa and the thicknesses of this layer is approximately 5 nm. In our 
lensfree plasmonic sensing platform, the spectral shift in response to molecular binding is 
determined by monitoring the intensity changes captured by the CMOS imager. In order 
to reliably detect the red shift in the transmission resonance, the selection of the LED 
peak wavelength is critical, and it should ideally match to 683 nm which is the resonance 
wavelength of the bare plasmonic mode of the nanohole array. As shown in Figure 3.8c, 
our LED response spectrally overlaps with the transmission resonance of the nanohole 
array. Figure 3.8b shows that the presence of the protein binding events leads to a red-
shift in the transmission resonance, detuning it from the LED peak wavelength. 
Consequently, the total transmitted signal of the acquired lensfree image drops 
considerably; thus enabling to detect presence of the biomolecular layers with a thickness 
down to even 3 nm (which is the thickness of protein A/G). Our computational approach 
based on convolution and Fresnel kernel, also nicely shows this behavior as demonstrated 
in Figure 3.8d. For the numerical calculations, in order to determine the nearfield 
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response of the nanohole array covered with a protein bilayer, we assume the protein 
layer has a thickness of 8 run (protein A/G + protein IgG), determined by the ellipsometer 
measurements, as schematically illustrated in the inset in Figure 3.8d. Here, we determine 
the refractive index of this hypothetical dielectric layer of 8 run thickness in the FDTD 
simulation for determining the nearfield distribution at z = 0, we determine the refractive 
index which gives the spectral shift in the plasmonic mode that we observed in the 
experiment (19 run). We observe that the refractive index that results in this spectral shift 
as large as n = 1.41. 
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Figure 3.8 Working principle of the on-chip computational biosensing platform. 
(a) Experimental transmission spectra of the bare nanohole array (black solid line) and 
the plasmonic substrate covered with protein bilayer containing 0.5 mg/ml A/G and 
0.5 mg/ml lgG (red solid line). (b) 3D intensity plot of the experimental transmission 
signal and (inset) corresponding diffraction patterns of a plasmonic microarray pixel 
before and after the addition of the protein bilayer acquired by the CMOS imager. 
(c) Spectral curve demonstrating the overlap of the LED spectrum (blue dashed line) and 
the transmission response of the bare nanohole array (black solid line). (d) 3D intensity 
plot of the simulated transmission pattern for the bare and the functionalized nanohole 
(covered with a dielectric layer with a thickness of 8 nm of refractive index, n = 1.41) 
array calculated at a propagation distance of 1 mm from the nanohole array structure to 
the sensor plane at the peak wavelength of the LED spectrum. Figure inset schematically 
shows the hypothetical protein bilayer (denoted with a dielectric layer) on the gold 
surface of the aperture. 
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It is also important to note that since we utilize a circular-shape aperture, which has an 
azimuthal symmetry in the aperture plane, the transmission response is the same for 
different linear polarization components. This behavior is highly advantageous for our 
lensfree computational detection system since a simple LED without a polarizer can be 
used for partially coherent illumination of the nanoaperture plane. As shown in Figure 
3.9a, for an unpolarized light, electric field is in random directions. In contrast, for a 
polarized light, electric field oscillates in the plane of polarization at all times as 
illustrated in Figure 3.9b. Using a polarizer, blocking waves of polarizations, we pass 
light of a specific polarization. According to Malus' law, the light that passes through the 
polarizer has ideally an intensity half (practically even much smaller) of the unpolarized 
light.[74] As shown by the nearfield distributions (Figure 3.9a- and 3.9b-bottom), the 
intensity of the local fields supported by the aperture system under unpolarized light is 
two times larger than the one supported by the system under an x-polarized light source. 
Furthermore, since the circular shape apertures are symmetric in all directions, the 
underlying physical phenomena such as excitation of SPs and LSPs do not vary with the 
polarization unlike i.e. in rectangular-shaped. As shown in Figure 3.9b-bottom, for the x-
polarized light source, hot spots supporting highly enhanced local fields concentrate 
around the rims along the x-direction. As the polarization angle varies, hot spots move 
with respect to the polarization direction. Consequently, in the presence of an unpolarized 
light, hot spots are observed at the aperture walls along all directions. This is highly 
advantageous for biosensing applications as the volume of the high nearfield 
enhancement increases allowing stronger analyte-optical field overlap. 
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of CMOS based imaging systems under (a) unpolarized and 
(b) polarized LED sources. In bottom, electric field intensity distribution (1£1 2 ) is 
calculated at the top surface of the nanohole (hole diameter = 200 nm and period of the 
array = 600 nm) under unpolarized and polarized sources of the same wavelength (LED 
dominant wavelength) . 
In order to get multiplexed and high-throughput read-out, using a large number of 
sensor pixels into the same chip area results in a significant spatial overlap of diffraction 
patterns at the detector plane due to the lensfree operation. As illustrated in Figure 3.1 Oa, 
the transmitted fields propagate - 1 mm before being captured by the CMOS imager chip. 
To address this spatial overlap problem for especially high density microarrays, we 
employ a numerical approach that is based on a phase recovery technique [ 44] to digitally 
back-propagate the diffraction patterns onto the exit aperture of the nanohoJe array.[73] 
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We should emphasize that even using an LED, the spatial coherence diameter at the 
sensor chip surface can be fme-tuned between 0.2 mm to 1 mm by adjusting the vertical 
distance between the LED and sensor chip or changing the pinhole diameter in front of 
the LED. This partial spatial coherence ensures that each element of the plasmonic micro-
array effectively faces a quasi-monochromatic and spatially coherent plane wave, such 
that we can frame the entire reconstruction process around phase recovery. 
The workflow of our iterative phase retrieval method (see Figure 3.10b) can be 
summarized as follows: (i) Lensfree diffraction images of the plasmonic microarrays are 
recorded using a CMOS imager chip. (ii) The raw diffraction images are then upsampled 
typically by a factor of four to six, using cubic spline interpolation method before the 
iterative reconstruction procedure. Note that this upsampling step does not increase the 
information content of the diffraction images; however, it helps to achieve faster phase 
recovery. (iii) The square root of the diffracted field intensity, calculated from upsampled 
lensfree images, is propagated back to the nano-aperture plane with an initial guess of 
zero phase. The object support (which is known a priori due to the precise fabrication of 
the aperture array) is then enforced at the nano-aperture plane by thresholding the 
intensity of the field where the complex field outside the support is replaced with a 
uniform background intensity value. Next, the modified field at the nanoaperture plane is 
propagated back to the detector plane, creating a complex field with a non-zero two-
dimensional phase function. The amplitude of this complex field is replaced with the 
square root of the original recorded diffraction field intensity while leaving the new phase 
function untouched. After repeating this iterative process with approximately N = -15 
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cycles, the two-dimensional phase of the diffracted field incident on the detector array 
can be iteratively recovered from a single intensity image.[44] (iv) This complex field can 
then be back-propagated to the object/aperture plane, providing the reconstructed images 
of the plasmonic microarrays at the nano-aperture plane. 
In order to demonstrate the success of the phase recovery based image reconstruction 
process, Figure 3.1 Oc illustrates the diffraction patterns of 6 different neighboring 
plasmonic sensor pixels (separated by 25 j..lm edge to edge distance) that are detected by 
the CMOS imager chip at a propagation distance of 2 mm (this distance is achieved by 
inserting a glass slide of thickness 1 mm between plasmonic chip and the CMOS imager 
in order to have a worse case of spatial overlap in the detector plane as schematically 
illustrated in Figure 3.10d) from the nanostructures to the sensor plane, exhibiting partial 
spatial overlaps due to our lensfree operation. Employing the iterative reconstruction 
procedure, the diffracted lensfree images of the plasmonic sensor pixels can now be 
digitally focused onto the nanoaperture plane, removing the spatially overlapping parts of 
these images. This lensfree image reconstruction process is quite valuable especially for 
highly dense arrays of nano-apertures for increased multiplexing. Using this phase 
recovery approach procedure, we can reduce the distance between individual sensory 
pixels even down to 2 j..lm. A single sensor with a size of 10 j..lm x 10 j..lm (schematically 
shown in Figure 3.10e), consisting of more than 200 nanoholes (hole diameter= 200 nm 
and array period 600 nm) should result in sufficient transmitted signal to be captured by 
the CMOS imager. Based on these numbers, employing a CMOS imager with an active 
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area of 5.7 mm x 4.3 mm, we could in principle image 170,000 sensors all in parallel, 
which is highly promising for high-throughput applications as illustrated in Figure 3.1 Oe. 
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Figure 3.10 Numerical technique for reconstruction of the diffraction images through a 
phase retrieval method. (a) Illustration of the partially overlapping diffraction patterns of 
the dense plasmonic microarrays at the detector/sampling plane due to our lensfree 
operation. (b) Workflow of the reconstruction procedure based on an iterative phase 
recovery algorithm. (c) Partially overlapping diffraction patterns of 6 different 
neighboring plasmonic microarray pixels, separated by 25 J..Lm edge to edge distance, 
acquired by the lensfree imager at a propagation distance of 2 mm from the 
nanostructures to the sensor plane achieved by (d) inserting a glass slide between the 
plasmonic chip and the CMOS imager. (e) Illustration of high-throughput biodetection 
via computational reconstruction method using a large scale plasmonic chip. 
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In order to evaluate the performance of our computational biosensing platform, we 
demonstrate multiplexed detection of protein mono- and bilayers. Figures 3.11 a and 
3 .11 b show the schematic view and the diffraction patterns of the analyzed microarray 
pixels, respectively. Here, the microarray pixels enumerated from "1 to 6" correspond to 
the bare sensors, and "M" and "B" correspond to the same sensors after introducing 
protein monolayer containing, M ~ BSA, 0.5% V N (bovine serum albumin), and 
protein bilayer containing, B ~ 0.5 mg/ml protein A/G + 0.5 mg/ml protein IgG, 
respectively.[51-53,75] Here, approximately 150 pl protein solution is precisely 
introduced on the individual sensor pixel using a protein nanospotter.[75] BSA has a 
molecular weight of 66 kDa and forms a very thin layer on our plasmonic substrate, 
approximately 3 nm.[76,77] Figure 3.11c shows the transmission spectrum of our 
nanohole array before and after the presence of the protein layers. Initially, for the 6 bare 
pixels, the plasmonic mode has an average resonance wavelength of ~690 .3 nm, with a 
standard deviation (SD) of 0.74 nm. For the 3 pixels that are covered with protein 
monolayer, the plasmonic mode shifts to 696.5 nm (SD = 0.21 nm) and for the 
remaining 3 pixels with protein bilayer, it shifts to 707.4 nm (SD = 0.77 nm). As 
clearly seen by the lensfree diffraction pattern images in Figure 3.11 b, monolayer spotted 
sensors look brighter than the bilayer spotted ones due to the additional 11 nm shift from 
the LED peak wavelength in the bilayer pixels. Figure 3.11 d shows the statistical analysis 
of our plasmonic pixels, demonstrating a good correlation between the behaviors of 
resonance wavelength shift and the relative intensity difference obtained from the 
lensfree images corresponding to mono- and bilayers. 
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Figure 3.11 Multiplexing capability of the on-chip computational biosensing platform. 
(a) Schematic view of the plasmonic pixels containing nanohole arrays covered with 
protein BSA (denoted with blue) and protein A/G (green) + protein IgG (red). 
(b) Lensfree diffraction patterns of six different plasmonic sensors enumerated from "1 to 
6" corresponding to bare sensors; and "M' and "B" corresponding to the same sensors 
after introducing protein monolayer containing bovine serum albumin (BSA, 0.5% V N) 
and protein bilayer containing 0.5 mg/ml protein A/G and 0.5 mg/ml protein IgG, 
respectively. (c) Transmission response of the plasmonic microarray pixels containing 
nanohole arrays before and after introducing the protein layers. (d) Statistical analysis of 
the plasmonic pixels for the peak wavelength shift calculated from optical spectrum 
analyzer measurements (left), and the relative intensity difference computed from the 
lensfree images (right), belonging to mono- and bilayers. 
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Our on-chip plasmonic biosensing platform can also be utilized for quantitative 
analysis of binding events, providing precise concentration of target biomolecules bound 
to the plasmonic substrates. Towards this end, we demonstrate the quantification of a 
single-type of protein in a large variety of concentrations, spanning from microgram per 
milliliter to milligram per milliliter range. Furthermore, we image reference and target 
plasmonic microarray pixels simultaneously on the same chip to quantify the binding 
events on the target sensors, engineering a robust self-calibrated biodetection system that 
operates independent of the LED intensity variations from measurement to measurement. 
To illustrate this, as shown in Figure 3.12a, lensfree diffraction patterns of six different 
sensors where. (i) the pixels denoted by "M" are the reference sensors and their spectral 
responses stay constant through the whole concentration experiment, and (ii) the pixels 
denoted by "B" are the target sensors used for our concentration analysis. In these 
measurements, reference sensors are initially covered with BSA to block non-specific 
binding events on these pixels, and the target sensors are first covered with protein A/G 
( ~4 mg/ml) for capturing protein IgG on the sensor surface. In more complex sample 
matrices, custom designed blocking agents can also be used, in a similar fashion, to 
reduce non-specific molecular bindings. Note that the BSA and A/G pixels provided 
comparable level of spectral shift and transmitted signal intensity, indicating that similar 
amount of biomass bound to the reference and target pixels. Target pixels are then 
processed with 8 different IgG concentrations, ranging from 3.9 llg/ml to 1000 11g/ml. 
Figure 3 .12b shows the average spectral response of the reference and the target sensors 
for different protein concentrations demonstrating that the plasmonic mode consistently 
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shifts to longer wavelengths as the concentration increases. The statistical analysis in 
Figure 3.12c shows that the difference in the average resonance shift value for the target 
pixels spanning a range from 2.95 nrn to 27.1 nrn. In the figure inset, we show the 
relationship between the spectral shift in the plasmonic mode and the IgG concentration. 
In the low concentration range (3 .9 !J.g/ml to 100 !J.g/rnl), the plasmonic mode red-shifts 
linearly with increasing IgG concentration whereas it shows minor variations at high 
concentrations (250 !J.g/ml to 1000 !J.g/rnl) due to saturation of binding sites. Calculated 
from the lensfree images, the corresponding intensity difference analysis in Figure 3.12d 
reveals a minimum detectable intensity difference of 0.024 (a.u.) as denoted by the red 
curve (this number is calculated via adding twice the standard deviation to the mean 
intensity difference value of the reference sensor containing BSA) which corresponds to a 
minimum detectable wavelength shift of 3 nrn for the transmission resonance from its 
initial position. Note that this 3 nrn limit of detection can also be converted into a 
refractive index sensitivity of 621 nrn/RIU (which is determined via the bulk refractive 
index experiment where the spectral response of bare nanohole array and the one 
embedded in DI-water are compared), corresponding to a minimum detectable refractive 
index change of ~4 X 10-3 RIU. 
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Figure 3.12 Quantification of a single-type protein concentration with the on-chip 
computational biosensing platform. (a) Lensfree diffraction patterns of the 2 reference 
(M) and 4 target (B) plasmonic microarray pixels are analyzed on the same chip to 
quantify the binding events on the target sensors, where reference and target sensors are 
covered with protein monolayers containing BSA and protein bilayers containing A/G 
and IgG, respectively. (b) Spectral response of the plasmonic sensors functionalized with 
different protein IgG concentrations, ranging from 3.9 j.l.g/ml to 1000 !J.g/ml. Statistical 
analysis of (c) the peak wavelength shift in the plasmonic mode calculated from the 
optical spectrum analyzer measurements (figure inset: resonance shift in the plasmonic 
mode vs. IgG concentration) and (d) the corresponding intensity difference analysis 
determined from our lensfree images (figure inset: zoomed figure showing the detection 
limit). A minimum detectable intensity difference of 0.024 (a.u.), indicated by a red line, 
can be calculated by adding twice the standard deviation to the mean intensity difference 
value of the reference sensor containing BSA, which corresponds to a minimum 
detectable wavelength shift of 3 nm. 
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In this on-chip biosensing platform, we also demonstrate the detection of nano-
particles towards functionalized bead assay applications that can increase the sensitivity 
of the on-chip biosensing platform below Jlg/ml. Here, we choose 100 mg/ml solution of 
streptavidin coated polystyrene beads (with a particle size mean 370 nm diameter). These 
nanoparticles are captured by a biotinylated sensing surface as illustrated in Figure 3.13g. 
Figure 3.13a and 3.13b show the SEM images of the bare plasmonic pixel and the one 
covered with the bead, respectively. Figure 3.13c and 3.13d show the electric field 
intensity distribution calculated at the LED wavelength for the bare aperture and the 
aperture with spherical beads at the top surface of the metal layer. For the bare aperture, 
the plasmonic modes strongly localize around the rims of the nanoholes at the top surface 
and extend extensively into the air. When the beads are attached to the binding protein at 
the metal surface, the plasmonic mode red-shifts from the LED wavelength and the 
nearfield enhancements strongly decrease at this specific wavelength. For a low surface 
density of nanoparticles shown in the SEM image in Figure 3.13e, 5 nm shift from the 
bare response is observed as in Figure 3.13f. 
These, nanoparticle based assays can be functionalized onto the same plasmonic 
substrates improving the binding sites of biomolecules, and further enhancing the contrast 
of the low-density biomolecules detected through improved lensfree diffraction patterns. 
A major advantage of using nano-particles in this on-chip biosensing platform would be 
to increase the nearfield interactions between the biomolecules and the surface plasmon 
waves up to the penetration depth of evanescent waves (< 200 nm). In our current 
plasmonic biosensing work, the binding events occur on a planar plasmonic substrate, 
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limiting the near-field interactions only to the surface of the gold layer. Therefore, nano-
particles with diameters of 200 nm - 300 nm could provide additional 3D binding sites, 
increasing the interactions of the biomolecules and surface plasmons over a three-
dimensional (3D) volumetric distribution. 
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Gold layer 
Figure 3.13 Detection of nanoparticles with the on-chip computational biosensing 
platform. SEM images and nearfield intensity distributions calculated at the LED 
wavelength for (a,c) the bare sensor and (b,d) the sensor covered with the binding beads, 
respectively. (e) SEM image of the nanohole arrays surface covered with low 
concentration of nanoparticle solution. (f) Spectral response of the bare (denoted with a 
black curve) and the target (denoted with a red curve) sensors. (g) Schematic view of the 
streptavidin coated beads binding to the gold surface covered with the sticking protein, 
biotin on the target sensor. 
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Our on-chip plasmonic platform can yield high-throughput sensing of biological 
assays by integrating to plasmonic chips incorporating large numbers of sensor pixels. 
Figure 3.14a shows the schematic view of the plasmonic sensor containing 100 pixels 
where the target pixels absorb streptavidin-coated beads defining the word "BU-UC" . 
Here, we use a plasmonic chip where the nanoholes are fabricated through a thin metal 
film with a thickness of 125 nm standing on a glass slide. We choose glass as a 
supporting substrate as we need larger sensing surface in order to be sufficient to contain 
large number of plasmonic pixels. This needs a robust supporting substrate i.e. , glass 
instead of a thin silicon nitride film, which could be highly fragile when the overall 
sensing surface is in the millimeter-level. Furthermore, as the supporting substrate is 
different, the plasmonic mode, which depends on the effective refractive index in the 
vicinity of the nanostructures, is centered at 654 nm due to the smaller refractive index of 
glass substrate (n = 1.42) compared to silicon nitride (n = 2.16). Therefore, we 
change the LED source with the one spectrally overlapping with this new plasmonic 
mode. Figure 3 .14b shows the 3-dimensional intensity visualization of the patterned chip 
image demonstrating that the target pixels patterned with "BU-UC" have much lower 
intensity compared to the reference ones due to the red-shift in the plasmonic resonance. 
Figure 3 .14c shows the diffraction patterns of the 100 clean plasmonic pixels supporting 
a uniform intensity distribution over a large area. As shown in Figure 3.14d, the target 
pixels containing the nanoparticles can be easily seen in the image outlined by the dashed 
lines. This result experimentally (as a proof-of-principle demonstration manner) shows 
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that the on-chip plasmonic lensfree platform is highly advantageous for the detection of 
binding event in a high-throughput manner. 
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Figure 3.14 Large-scale integration of plasmonic microarrays with lensfree imaging. 
(a) Schematic illustration of the plasmonic sensor pixels spotted with streptavidin coated 
beads defining the pattern of "BU-UC ". (b) 3-dimensional visualization of "BU-UC" 
patterned diffraction patterns of the plasmonic pixel. Diffraction patterns of 1 00 (c) clean 
plasmonic rnicroarray pixels and (d) the plasmonic pixels that are selectively spotted with 
dielectric beads. 
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The presented computational high-throughput biosensing platform lends itself to a 
light-weight and compact point-of-care diagnostic tool that can potentially provide real-
time results without the need for any trained professionals. Although such on-chip 
sensing platform holds promise as a field-deployable and cost-effective handheld 
diagnostics device, especially for developing countries, it is important to note that our 
lensfree imaging platform has relatively higher detection limits (in the order of ~jlg/ml) 
compared to other plasmonic sensing approaches such as conventional SPR based 
platforms. Furthermore, the spectral detection limit of our lensfree biodetection platform 
of 3 nm is larger than the detection limit of the commercially available spectrometer 
based detection platform (down to 0.8 nm level). In order to systematically improve our 
detection limits (down to ng/ml and spectrally angstrom level) we can explore several 
avenues: (i) Spectral shifts in the transmission resonance of the nanoapertures can be 
more sensitively tracked by acquiring multiple lensfree images created through different 
LED sources. These lensfree frames can then be digitally merged, producing higher 
contrast differences between the reference and target images. (ii) Bimolecular binding 
events can be more strongly controlled through microfluidic chip integrated to the 
plasmonic chip. (iii) Superior plasmonic designs achieving much sharper plasmonic 
resonances with stronger near-field enhancements, such as Fano resonant structures can 
be implemented.[53 ,78,79] Using a systematic investigation of the avenues discussed 
above, the detection limits of our computational plasmonic sensing platform can be 
improved while still keeping the entire platform compact, light-weight, cost-effective and 
high-throughput for field medicine and point-of-care diagnostics. 
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In the following sections, we perform these steps to improve the detection limit of our 
lensfree biosensing platform. In Chapter 4, we introduce our new lensfree design 
employing dual LED sources (instead of a single LED configuration) as well as 
micro fluidic chamber (overflow scheme instead of a protein immobilization technique 
which is also time-costly) for comprising avenues (i) and (ii). Following this, in 
Chapter 5, we introduce plasmonic substrates that support large and easily accessible 
local electromagnetic fields as well as highly sensitive and sharp spectral features in 
order to have more reliable sensing for embracing avenue (iii). 
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4 Lensfree Microfluidic Biosensor for High-Throughput Screening 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to provide a complementary approach to improve our lensfree sensing device, in 
this section, we demonstrate a microfluidics based plasmonic biosensing platform that 
incorporates plasmonic microarrays with dual-color lensfree imaging for multiplexed 
monitoring of binding events in low-resource settings. In this platform, we utilize a 
CMOS imager to record the diffraction patterns of plasmonic nanoapertures located at the 
bottom of a micro-channel, enabling controlled delivery of target solution to the surface 
functionalized apertures. This plasmonic substrate, containing arrays of plasmonic pixels, 
is then simultaneously illuminated by two different color light emitting diodes tuned 
spectrally right and left sides of the plasmonic mode creating dual diffraction patterns for 
each plasmonic pixel at the detector array. Since the variations in the refractive index of 
the medium covering the plasmonic nanostructures trigger the plasmonic mode of the 
nanoapertures red-shift, the total signal in one of the diffraction patterns increases and the 
signal in the other pattern decreases. Using a ratio-metric digital analysis method on these 
dual diffraction images, we validate and quantify the biomolecular binding interactions 
revealing also the binding kinetics of protein-protein interactions. This dual-color 
method, which does not require any mechanical filter switching, is designed to boost the 
precision and robustness of quantitative detection capability of the platform. 
In this biosensing platform, the use of plasmonic substrates provides high sensitivity 
to surface conditions as the excitation of SPs at several spectral bands, corresponding to 
various grating orders, enables extraordinary light transmission at these spectral bands 
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including the first order surface plasmon mode (-1,0) that strongly couples to LSPs which 
can be probed through the use of optical spectrum analyzers. Refractive index changes in 
the proximity of this substrate can then be measured from the shifts in the peak 
wavelength of this plasmonic mode. As the plasmonic mode carries intensity information, 
this peak wavelength shift can also be measured using the CMOS imager under LED 
illuminations. 
4.2 Plasmonic Dual-LED Lensfree Platform Employing Microfluidic Chip 
Configuration 
In this field-portable biosensing platform as shown in Figure 4.1a-b, we integrate large-
scale plasmonic microarrays that are embedded within micro-fluidic channels (Figure 
4.lc) with dual-color lensfree imaging toward high-throughput screening of binding 
events in field settings. In this device , the target sample is controllably delivered to the 
active plasmonic pixels in the flow-over scheme (schematically shown in Figure 4.ld) 
through the use of fluidic interfaces, where the biomolecular interactions that are 
occurring in the vicinity of the plasmonic surfaces are monitored within the same 
platform using a CMOS imager under simultaneous illumination by two-spectrally 
different LEDs. The photo of the head of the lensfree device where the dual-LEDs are 
embedded is shown in the inset of Figure 4.la. The acquired lensfree frames are then 
analyzed based on a ratio-metric digital processing technique, providing the binding 
kinetics of the molecular interactions without the need for bulky tools, which can be 
useful for sensing needs in resource-poor settings. Similar to the former lensfree 
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computational design, all the optical and the plasmonic components are aligned in a dark 
and compact environment without the need for any optical and mechanical isolation. 
(b) 
Dual LED 
illumination 
Microfluidic 
Plasmonic chip 
Figure 4.1 Dual-LED lensfree configuration employing flow-over microfluidic scheme. 
(a) Real picture of the on-chip sensing platform with plasmonic substrate and lensfree 
computational imaging scheme with a microfluidic chip. Figure inset shows the head of 
the Iensfree device where the dual-LEDs are embedded. (b) Schematic of the on-chip 
computational biosensing platform comprising a battery, an LED, a plasmonic chip, a 
CMOS imager chip and a micro fluidic chamber in a compact manner. (c) Real picture of 
the micro fluidic chamber. (d) Schematic illustration of the flow-over scheme employed 
by the lensfree platform. 
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As schematically shown in Figure 4.2a, the dual-LED configuration works like a 
pinhole camera. Once the plasmonic chip is inserted from the side to the portable device, 
the components are automatically aligned in the handheld unit that can be operated for 
biosensing experiments in field conditions. The peak wavelengths of the LED sources are 
820 nm and 880 nm, respectively which makes sure that the variations in the plasmonic 
mode are always within the LEDs' spectral domain. Separation between two diffraction 
patterns on the detector plane (d) generated individually by the two LEDs depends on the 
separation distance between LEDs (D), the distance between LED sources to plasmonic 
chip (h1 ) , and plasmonic chip to CMOS active area (h2 ), composed of the thickness of 
the bottom layer of the micro fluidic chamber, the thickness of the silicon nitride layer of 
the plasmonic chip and the protection glass of the CMOS imager. Figure 4.2c shows the 
diffraction patterns for different LED separation distances. Note that the size of each 
diffraction patterns generated by the different LEDs is different depending on the size of 
the plasmonic pixel and the beam size of the sources. For our analyses, we use the 
configuration with the distance D = 6 mm. The presented biosensing approach employs 
a plasmonic chip composed of nanohole arrays with hole diameter = 200 nm and array 
periodicity = 600 nm that can detect the variations in the refractive index of the target 
samples surrounding the nanostructures. The plasmonic pixels used in our experiments 
have size of 1 00 ~ x 100 Jlm fabricated through DUVL. This plasmonic pixel is 
periodically patterned into the same substrate with 100 ~ spacing in between 
subsequent pairs for multiplexed sensing experiments. The LED separation distance also 
makes sure that the generated diffraction pattern couples do not overlap with each other 
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in the detector plane. Figure 4.2b shows the multilayered microfluidic chamber design. 
To form micro-channels over nanohole arrays, our plasmonic substrate is bonded to 4 
layers optically clear polyolefin film with variety of layer thicknesses that is patterned 
with a cutting plotter. These microfluidic chips have the channel height of ~ 150 IJ.m and 
flow chamber size of 4 mm x 4 mm that can be used to perform leak-free and low dead-
volume flow experiments. The bottom layer is designed for embedding a chip with a size 
of 1 mm x 1 mm. This minimized microfluidic design is highly advantageous for 
integrating to our handheld lensfree device. 
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Figure 4.2 Diffraction patterns generated by the dual-LED configuration. (a) Schematic 
illustration of the generation of dual-diffraction patterns in the detector plane of the 
lensfree platform. (b) Multilayer structure of the micro fluidic chamber designed for the 
handheld device enabling flow-over scheme. (c) Diffraction patterns generated by the 
LED sources for different LED separation distances, D. 
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Figure 4.3a shows the variation in the plasmonic response of the nanohole array 
(transmission resonance due to the exploitation of SP(0,-1) mode spectrally located at 
683 nm in the air) in Dl-water and sucrose solution as well as the two LED responses 
employed by our on-chip plasmonic platform. In order to have reliable shifting 
information from the lensfree images, the LED dominant wavelength choices (located at 
820 nm and 880 nm) make sure that the variations in the plasmonic mode are within this 
spectral range such that the response for DI-water is at 850 nm and the one for sucrose 
solution is at 875 nm. Figure 4.3b-c shows the diffraction patterns of the plasmonic chip 
under DI-water and the sucrose solution of 1.1 molar. For a better realization, figures also 
show the 3D visualizations of the diffraction patterns. As the refractive index of the 
solution around the plasmonic substrate increases, the plasmonic mode red-shifts by 
25 nm. Here , as the plasmonic mode shifts toward longer wavelengths, it spectrally gets 
far away from the LED located at 820 nm and gets spectrally closer to LED located at 
880 nm. Accordingly, the intensity of the diffraction pattern generated from the left LED 
decreases while the intensity of the one generated from the right LED increases. 
Therefore, taking the intensity ratio of these two diffraction patterns results in more 
reliable shifting information. 
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Figure 4.3 Dual-lensfree diffraction pattern Images for refractive index sensmg. 
(a) Spectral variation in the plasmonic mode supported by the nanohole arrays under DI-
water and sucrose solution. In figure, the spectral responses of the two LEDs employed 
by the lensfree on-chip platform with dominant wavelengths, 820 nm and 880 nm are 
shown. (b,c) 3D visualization of the intensity of the diffraction patterns of the nanohole 
arrays generated by the left and right LEDs under DI-water and sucrose solution, 
respectively. In figure inset, real picture of the lensfree diffraction pattern images are 
shown. 
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In this design, as we utilize a microfluidic chamber, we have larger dynamics of 
solution concentrations. Figure 4.4a shows the quantification of the sucrose solution with 
large variety of concentrations. As the molar concentration increases from 0.055 to 1.1 , 
the plasmonic mode shifts by 1.26 nm to 31.34 nm. Figure 4.4b shows the statistical 
analysis of the peak wavelength of the plasmonic mode supported by the nanohole array 
embedded in DI-water and the sucrose solutions in different concentrations and Figure 
4.4c shows the relative intensity difference from dual-lensfree images. These results 
show the good correlation between wavelength shift information and the corresponding 
ratio-metric analysis of the lensfree intensity images. A minimum detectable intensity 
difference of 1.31 (a.u.), indicated by a red line, can be calculated by adding twice the 
standard deviation to the mean intensity difference value of the reference sensor 
(response of the nanohole array under Dl-water). This minimum detectable intensity 
difference corresponds to a minimum detectable wavelength shift of 1.5 nm. The red line 
in Figure 4.4c shows this minimum detectable wavelength shift in the plasmonic mode 
determined by the lensfree ratio-metric analysis. This 1.5 nm limit of detection can be 
converted into a refractive index sensitivity of 621 nm/RIU, corresponding to a minimum 
detectable refractive index change calculated by the corresponding intensity ratio analysis 
as small as ~2 x 10-3 RIU. This corresponds to two fold improvement in the detection 
limit compared to our former lensfree design (with refractive index detection limit of 
~4 X 10-3 RIU). 
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Figure 4.4 Quantification of sucrose solution concentrations with the on-chip 
computational biosensing platform employing a microfluidic chip. (a) Spectral response 
of the plasmonic sensors under sucrose solutions with concentrations, ranging from 0.055 
to 1.1 molar. Statistical analysis of (b) the peak wavelength shift in the plasmonic mode 
calculated from the optical spectrum analyzer measurements and (c) the corresponding 
intensity ratio analysis determined from the dual lensfree images (figure insets: zoomed 
figure showing the detection limit with a red line) . 
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4.3 Real-Time Imaging of Protein-Protein Binding Kinetics via Lensfree 
Microfluidic Chip 
In the lensfree on-chip platform, as we utilize a microfluidic chip, we are able perform 
the analysis of the kinetics of the protein/protein interactions. Dynamic protein binding 
events rely on complex biological processes. The ability to determine the phase rates of 
binding processes is highly important for understanding the molecular interactions. 
Figure 4.5a schematically shows the spectral shift in the plasmonic mode supported by 
the plasmoDic substrate where the protein binding events occur. During the process, first 
a buffer solution is flow over the sensing surface for cleaning any surface contamination 
to eliminate any unspecific binding resulting in false positives. As shown in the figure in 
this period, ideally the plasmonic response of the substrate should not show any variation. 
Then the target solution is injected (shown with an arrow in the figure: inject start) which 
is called association phase. Then, injection stops (denoted with an arrow: inject stop) as 
shown in the figure. Then, only buffer solution is injected which is called disassociation 
phase. Figure 4.5b schematically shows the phases of this protein-protein binding and 
dissolving events. Here, [A] is the concentration of the targeted analyte, [B] is the 
concentration of the ligand on the sensing surface and [ AB] is the concentration of protein 
complex with association and disassociation rate constants ka and kct , respectively. 
Kinetics studies are done in two sequential steps. (i) In association phase, analyte A is 
flowed over the surface, captured by the ligand B and building up the AB complex, 
A + B ~ AB. This process depends on the association constant, ka which measures the 
propensity of the small molecules to combine for larger composites. (ii) In dissociation 
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phase, only a buffer is flowed over the surface. Then, AB complex on the surface 
dissociates to give free analyte and free ligand, AB ~A+ B. This process depends on the 
disassociation constant, kct which measures the propensity of larger objects to separate 
reversibly into smaller components. Then as shown in the following section, the optical 
response of the biosensors where the binding events occur related to these constants can 
be reliably used to determine this kinetics of the protein-protein interactions. For a proof 
of principle demonstration, we use protein A/G (as ligand B on the sensing surface which 
is nanohole arrays fabricated through thin metal film) and protein IgG (as targeted 
analyte A introduced with the biosolution through microfluidics) as schematically shown 
in Figure 4.5c. Figure 4.5d shows the variations in the resonance wavelength of the 
plasmonic mode supported by the nanohole array with time. First 20 min, we inject a 
buffer solution containing BSA demonstrating that the plasmonic mode shows spectral 
variations. In the time interval min 20 - min 1 00, we inject protein IgG which sticks on 
the protein A/G on the gold surface (association phase). As shown in the figure, 
plasmonic mode red-shifts as the protein IgG sticks on the sensor surface increasing the 
effective refractive index in the viCinity of the nanohole array. For the first 10 min, the 
binding events result in an exponential increase in the plasmonic mode. However, after 
this point as the binding sites on the plasmonic substrate becomes insufficient for the new 
protein IgGs, the spectral response of the nanohole starts to saturate. After min 100, we 
stop IgG injection and only inject PBS as a buffer solution. In disassociation phase, we 
observe that the plasmonic mode slightly blue shifts as the protein bilayer dissolves 
giving free protein A/G and free protein IgG. 
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Figure 4.5 Association-disassociation phases for protein-protein binding events. 
(a) Schematic of the spectral response of the plasmonic substrate where the binding 
events occur for different protein kinetics phases. (b) Illustration of the association and 
disassociation binding phases. (c) Flow over scheme for the protein A/G and IgG 
interaction. (d) Experimental results for the variation in the resonance wavelength of the 
plasmonic mode supported by the nanohole array for different protein binding phases. 
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The biomolecular interactions between the targeted analyte A and the immobilized 
ligand B can be interpreted by the following differential equation: 
d[AB] 
---cit= ka[A] [B]- kct[AB] (4.1) 
The rate of change of the resonance shift from the bare condition after addition of target 
analyte A on the sensor surface, (dllA./ dt) of the nanohole array where the binding occurs 
is directly related to the formation of the protein complex AB . Therefore, Equation 4.1 
can be integrated giving the association rate equation: 
(4.2) 
where LlAmax is the maximum spectral shifting amount when the all available binding 
sites are occupied and LlAt is the shifting amount from the initial resonance at time t as 
schematically shown in Figure 4.5a. Then the resonance wavelength of the transmission 
response of the nanohole array with respect to the binding events, has an exponential 
relation with the association and disassociation constants as follow: 
(4.3) 
where LlA0 = (ka[A]LlAmax)/(ka[A] + kct)· For our lensfree operation, as we use the 
lensfree images for the spectral shift analysis, the intensity ratio (Ratio) of the two 
diffraction patterns generated by the dual LED configuration has a similar exponential 
relation with the resonance wavelength shift, 
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(4.4) 
Figure 4.6a-b shows the resonance wavelength shift variation in the plasmonic pixel and 
the variation in the relative intensity of the plasmonic diffraction patterns with time (from 
3 different independent experiments), respectively. Inset in Figure 4.6b shows the amount 
of the spectral shift between injection start and stop times demonstrating the similar 
amount of shift from the bare response in the independent experiments. From the optical 
spectrometer measurements, we determine /:;,./... = 6.448(1- e-0 ·0005333t) and from the 
lensfree relative intensity analysis of the diffraction patterns, we determine 
Ratio = 0.10188(1- e-0·0005685t). These results demonstrate that two experiments 
yield the similar exponential constants, 0.0005333 (from the spectrometer measurement) 
and 0.0005685 (from the lensfree operation). This fact shows that our dual LED lensfree 
configuration employing a microfluidic chip can be reliably used for analyzing kinetics of 
protein/protein interactions. Figure 4 .6c shows the resonance wavelength of the 
plasmonic mode (measured by the spectrometer) before and after the binding events used 
in 3 independent protein binding kinetics experiments performed with the lensfree 
platform which proves that even though the bare plasmonic modes are located at different 
spectral points for different experiments , the amount of shift during the protein kinetics 
process are almost the same. Figure 4.6d shows the diffraction patterns of the same 
plasmonic pixels for the lensfree operation before (at time, t 0 ) and after (at time, tr) the 
binding events demonstrating the intensity variation of the two diffraction patterns shows 
similar variations as in the optical spectrometer measurement. 
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Figure 4.6 Exponential fitting on the experimental results from the binding events 
determined by (a) the spectrometer measurement and (b) the lensfree operation. 
(c) Spectral position of the plasmonic resonance and (d) the corresponding diffraction 
patterns generated by dual LED configuration before (to) and after (tf) the binding of the 
protein IgG on the sensing surface covered with protein A/G. 
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5 PlasmoDic Chips Toward Reliable Sensing 
Surface confinement of light through propagating and localized surface plasmons holds 
great promises for wide range of applications. Within the past decade, many 
groundbreaking observations are demonstrated using metallic nanostructures that enable 
strong light/matter interactions. One important example is the plasmonic biosensors with 
high multiplexing characteristics. These platforms utilize resonances with small line-
widths for reliable detection of bio/chemical molecules as well as local electromagnetic 
fields highly enhanced at these plasmonic resonances to increase sensitivity to surface 
conditions . However, most of these platforms suffer from radiative losses, which result in 
broadening in the plasmonic resonances . In addition, the highly enhanced near-fields 
inaccessible since they are mainly concentrated at the supporting dielectric layer under 
the nanostructures. In this chapter, we mainly focus on solving these drawbacks by 
fabricating composite nanostructures on conducting layer enabling excitation of higher 
order cavity modes. Through consecutive subsections, we show how we build up our 
ideas to realize a system that sports very sensitive and sharp plasmonic resonances as 
well as easily accessible large local electromagnetic fields for reliable and sensitive 
biodetection. 
In the first section, we show that the nanopillar system fabricated on conducting layer 
supports more advantageous far- and nearfleld characteristics compared to one fabricated 
on dielectric substrate. In the second section, we demonstrate an asymmetric n-shaped 
structure that supports Fano resonances through closely coupled nanostructures enabling 
coupling between fundamental and higher order cavity modes. In the last section using 
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the two concepts developed in these sections: (i) employing conducting layer as a 
supporting substrate is more advantageous for far- and nearfield responses compared to a 
dielectric substrate as a supporting layer, (ii) excitation of more complex phenomena i.e. 
Fano-type resonances, instead of a dipolar mode which suffers from radiative losses, are 
more advantageous to achieve much sharper spectral features, we show that introducing a 
conducting layer to closely coupled nanostructures results in systems with stronger Fano 
characteristics enabling more suitable plasmonic systems for biosensing applications. 
5.1 N anopillars Fabricated on Conducting Substrate by Assembly Process of 
N anoparticles 
On-Chip Nano-Sensors have received significant attention as they can enable label-free 
and highly sensitive biodetection, can operate in real time, can be massively multiplexed 
for parallel-screening of biological assays, integrated with nano and microfluidic systems 
to realize powerful Lab-on-a-Chip systems. Although on-chip optical nanosensors offer 
all these good merits, there are several major challenges that they face. 
The first challenge is related to false positives. Figure 5.1 a shows a basic mechanism 
of a biodetection platform. Most of the nanobiosensors use a resonance shift method to 
detect the accumulated biomass on the sensing surface. [51] However, this resonance shift 
is not always triggered by the target analytes. Actual biosolutions such as serum or blood 
not only contain the target analytes (denoted with red) but also large variety of other 
analytes (unknown biomolecules are denoted with black). Since the ligands on the sensor 
surface are not 1 00% specific, these additional molecules in the biosample can also stick 
on the surface (unspecific binding) and lead to this problem. In addition, temperature 
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fluctuations within the solution can also result in false positives. This problem can be 
mitigated by combining vibrational spectroscopy to the same sensing platform.[54] 
Compared to bare resonance shift, molecular specific vibrational spectra more 
specifically identify what is really sticking on the surface. The other problem is the 
delivery of the analytes to the sensor surface. This problem can be mitigated by 
exploiting unique integration of nanofluidics and photonics.[64] As a complementary 
approach, we can utilize large optical forces for analyte manipulation near the sensor 
surface. 
In order to address these challenges, we introduce a unique platform that can combine 
the strength of localized and propagating SPs for high performance sensing, spectroscopy 
and optical trapping all in the same platform. The system is based on a periodic arrays of 
nanopillars fabricated on a conducting layer. Here, both the antenna and the conducting 
substrate is made of gold as opposed to the conventional antenna designs where the metal 
antennas are fabricated on a dielectric substrate. Figure 5.lb shows the SEM image of the 
fabricated structure realized through a lift-off free assembly process as will be described 
later in the section. As will be shown in the following section, the structure supports very 
sharp and highly sensitive resonances for biosensing applications (schematically 
illustrated in Figure 5.lc-top), easily accessible large field enhancements for surface 
enhanced spectroscopy applications (middle) and large forces for optical trapping 
applications (bottom). 
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Figure 5.1 Nanopillar antennas fabricated on gold substrate for sensing, spectroscopy 
and optical trapping all in the same platform. (a) Illustration of the working principle of 
the surface chemistry protocols for a biosensing platform that suffers from unspecific 
binding due to the presence of the unknown biomolecules in the biosample. (b) SEM 
image the fabricated nanopillar antenna array with pillar radius, r = 100 nm and pillar 
height, h = 400 nm and periodicity of the array P = 600 nm. (c) Illustration of the 
ways how the nanopillars can be advantageous for biosensing, surface enhanced 
spectroscopy and optical trapping applications all in the same platform. 
The geometrical parameters of the nanopillar structures are the height, H and radius, r 
of the nanopillar and the periodicity, P of the array. The following plots in Figure 5.2a are 
the spectral responses of the structures with varying parameters obtained numerically by 
FDTD simulations demonstrating that the spectrum shows strong dependence on 
geometrical parameters. The left figure shows dependence of the spectrum on pillar 
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radius. For a structure with fixed H = 400 nm and P = 600 nm, at r = SO nm, we 
observe almost no resonance dip in the spectrum. As the radius increases to 1 00 nm, two 
resonances appear clearly. Further increasing the pillar radius, we observe that these 
resonances redshift and also get broadened. Here, the structures with small radiuses 
exhibit weak resonance behaviors since the polarizability of the small nanopillars is 
relatively weaker. As the radius of the nanopillars increases, larger polarizability of the 
pillars enables stronger coupling of propagating SPs to the localized SPs. An optimum 
resonance behavior with a spectrally sharp reflectance dip is observed when the radius of 
the structure is r = 100 nm. Further increasing nanopillar radius leads to broader 
resonances due to stronger radiative losses. Figure 5.2a-middle shows the dependence of 
the spectrum on the pillar height. For a structure with fixed r = 100 nm and P = 
600 nm, increasing the height from 200 nm to 600 nm, the two resonances red-shift 
while their line-widths show variations. Here, we observe that at H = 400 nm, the 
structure supports a very sharp resonance. 
As will be demonstrated with the near field profile, the nanopillar antenna arrays are 
driven by propagating SPs. In order to show the importance of propagating SPs in 
excitation of the sharp spectral behavior, we simulate a single nanopillar structure (by 
choosing a large periodicity ensuring no communication between antennas such that each 
antenna behaves like an isolated one) as well as nanopillar arrays with varying 
periodicities in Figure 5.2a-right. Nanopillar antennas efficiently funnel the incident light 
to their load through the collectively enhanced plasmonic excitations. This collective 
behavior is controlled by the local electromagnetic fields driving each nanopillar. For 
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normal incidence onto a square-symmetry periodic lattice, the reflection minima occur at 
the wavelengths satisfying a 2D grating coupling condition for SP resonance (with 
resonance wavelength, Ares) as shown in Equation 5.1.[79] 
(5.1) 
where P is the periodicity of the array, (i, j) are the grating order through x- and y-
directions, Ect and Em are the permittivity of the dielectric and metal media. Without an 
optimized array that is controlled by periodicity, we observe weak light coupling to the 
localized modes of the nanopillar antennas. For the fixed radius and height at 100 nm and 
400 nm, an optimized periodicity of P = 600 nm results in the sharpest resonance 
behavior. However, for an individual nanopillar (not shown here), the local field is 
simply the incident field that excites the localized SPs as there is no grating orders 
enabling the excitation of propagating SPs. For our simulations, in order to realize the 
behavior of an isolated nanopillar, we employ an antenna system with a large periodicity, 
which is 3 jlm, making sure that the grating wavelength, thus the propagating SPs are out 
of the wavelength range of interest. Therefore, we can only access the localized modes of 
the antenna system corresponding to the mode of a single nanopillar antenna. Then, the 
sharp resonances are not observable due to the weak coupling ofthe incident light. 
These FDTD analyses demonstrate that the particular structure with H = 400 nm, 
r = 100 nm and P = 600 nm gives the sharpest resonance behavior as shown in 
Figure 5.2b. In the spectrum, we observe the optimized structure supports two distinct 
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resonances. In order to understand the physical origin of these modes, we obtain their 
electromagnetic field profiles at the air/metal interface (top surface of the conducting 
substrate) as well as through the cross-section. In Figure 5.2c-d, we show the intensity of 
they-component ofthe magnetic field (IHyl 2 ) which is the dominant component for an x-
polarized light source. Our numerical calculations indicate that the weaker resonance dip 
observed at the shorter wavelengths is due to the excitation of the SP(l , l) mode. As 
shown in Figure 5.2c, at the interface, we clearly observe the diagonal standing wave 
pattern in the square lattice and the cross-sectional field profile clearly shows that the 
evanescent decay of the plasmonic field from the surface of the gold supporting substrate. 
The sharper and stronger resonance dip observed at longer wavelengths is due to the 
SP(l ,O) mode. As shown in Figure 5.2d, at the interface, the field distribution shows the 
expected standing wave pattern along the y-direction. At the cross-section, we observed 
that the structure supports a tightly localized field at the top surface of the nanopillar. 
Therefore, as the SP(l ,0) modes gives the sharpest resonance dip and strong optical 
response, we focus on its response to the environmental changes for biosensing, 
spectroscopy and optical trapping applications. 
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Figure 5.2 Plasmonic modes supported by the nanopillar antenna arrays on conducting 
layer. (a) Calculated spectral response of nanopillar arrays for different r values (at fixed 
H 400 nm and P = 600 nm), for different H values (at fixed r = 100 nm and 
P 600 nm) and different P values (at fixed r = 100 nm and H = 400 nm) at DI 
water. (b) Calculated bare reflection spectrum of the nanopillars with r = 100 nm, 
H = 400 nm and P = 600 nm, demonstrating the plasmonic modes with red circles. 
Magnetic field intensity distribution calculated for (c) SP(l,l) and (d) SP(l,O) modes at 
the bottom metal surface and through cross-section. 
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A highly sensitive character to surface conditions is needed for biosensing 
applications. Figure 5 .3a shows the spectral variations m SP( 1 ,0) mode for different 
refractive indices from n = 1.33 to n = 1.45. Using the nanopillars on conducting 
layer, we theoretically demonstrate a refractive index sensitivity as large as 
S = 675 nmjRIU. Supporting spectrally narrow resonances (as small as 6 nm), we 
calculate figure of merit as large as FOM = 112.5. TheseS and FOM values are highly 
advantageous for biosensing applications. 
For surfaced enhanced spectroscopy applications, large field enhancements are 
critical. Figure 5.3c-d show the electric field intensity enhancement distribution 1£1 2 for 
SP(1 ,0) mode supported by the nanohole array embedded in Dl-water. It is clearly to 
observe that plasmonic excitations lead to tight field localization around the rims of the 
nanopillar structure at the top surface. Our numerical simulations also indicate that the 
nanopillar antenna arrays can enhance the incident light intensity up to 10,000 times. 
More importantly, these large local electromagnetic fields extend deep into the 
surrounding medium. This is in sharp contrast to typical nanoantennas fabricated on 
dielectric substrate where the large fields are mostly inaccessible as they are concentrated 
at the dielectric-metal interface. Hence, these easily accessible large nearfields supported 
by the nanopillar antennas on conducting layer are highly advantageous for sensing and 
spectroscopy applications since we can have maximum overlap between the analyte and 
the optical field as schematically illustrated in Figure 5.3b. 
Another advantage of using nanopillar antenna over rod antennas is that as the 
nanopillar antennas are symmetric along all directions, the excitation of SPPs or LSPs 
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does not depend on the polarization direction of the illumination source. For example, 
nanorod antennas support a strong dipolar mode when the polarization direction is along 
the long axis of the rectangle and for the polarization perpendicular to it, the antenna does 
not show any strong optical response. Therefore, in order to have a clear plasmonic 
response, we need not use a polarizer, which results in a weaker nearfield response as we 
filter out the intensity of the field along the direction perpendicular to long axis. Hence, 
using a unpolarized source with the nanopillar array, we can fully exploit the intensity of 
the incident light source. The absence of the polarizer using a polarization insensitive 
plasmonic substrate also eliminates the effort for building a complex bulky optical setup 
in order to have a strong control for the polarization of the illumination source. 
Using an unpolarized light source, the nearfields are also concentrated along the rims 
of the nanopillar around all direction instead of the conventional nanorod antennas where 
the highly enhance local electromagnetic fields are concentrated along the right and left 
sides of the nanorod along the polarization direction parallel to the long axis of the cavity. 
Therefore, this polarization insensitive system dramatically improves the volume of the 
accessible fields as now, in addition to strong field accessibility in the presence of the 
conducting lager which pushes all the large local electromagnetic fields at the top surface 
of the antenna making them extend extensively into the surrounding medium, we have 
the large nearfields along all the rims of the nanopillar instead of concentrating at the 
regions only along the polarization direction. 
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Figure 5.3 Far/nearfield responses of nanopillar antennas advantageous for sensing and 
spectroscopy applications . (a) Calculated reflection spectrum of the nanopillar arrays 
embedded in different refractive indices of bulk solutions with n = 1.33 , 1.37, 1.4 and 
1.45. (b) Schematic illustration of the overlap between the optical field supported by the 
nanopillars and the analytes in the vicinity of the sensing surface. (c) Electric field 
intensity enhancement distribution for SP(l ,0) modes (b) at the top surface of the antenna 
and (c) through cross-section. The corresponding device parameters are r = 100 nm , 
H = 400 nm and P = 600 nm. 
The strong localization of SPs at the rims of the nanopillars also allows large optical 
forces in the vicinity of the antenna. Optical forces depend on the field intensities as well 
as their gradients. Figure 5.4a shows the electric field intensity enhancement distribution 
at the top surface of the nanopillar for an x-polarized source. It is clear that the structure 
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supports high nearfield intensity enhancement at two plasmonic hot spots along the 
polarization direction. The highly enhanced local electromagnetic fields concentrated at 
these hot spots drop sharply to almost zero in a distance less than 100 nm as shown in 
Figure 5.4b. Here, the field intensity is calculated along x-direction shown with a dashed 
line shown in Figure 5.4a. Hence, nanopillar structures supporting large field intensities 
that drop sharply are ideal for creating large optical forces for optical 
trapping/manipulation applications. For illustration, we calculate the optical forces acting 
on a dielectric spherical bead with a radius of 50 nm. Here, FDTD is used to calculate the 
values of field components at the bead location. In the simulations, we calculate the 
electric and magnetic field components at a cube (with sides 25 nm larger than the 
diameter of the dielectric sphere) encircling the dielectric bead. The refractive index of 
the bead is n = 1.4. The bead is located at the xz-plane and the actual distance between 
the bead and the top surface of the nanopillar along the xz-diagonal is 50 nm as 
schematically shown in Figure 5.4c. We calculate the optical forces using Maxwell stress 
tensor method over the volume surrounding the bead as shown in Equation 5.2.[80] 
(5.2) 
where fii is the unit vector normal to surface S and each element of the Maxwell stress 
tensor is given by Equation 5.3 
(5.3) 
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We observe that the structure supports the largest optical force at the spectral resonance 
dip, SP(l ,0) mode as almost all of the incident light is coupled to SPs as shown in Figure 
5.4d. At this resonance wavelength, we calculate the optical force, as large as 
350 pN/W/11m2 which is a highly advantageous number for optical trapping applications. 
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Figure 5.4 Optical forces generated by nanopillars on conducting substrate. (a) Electric 
field intensity enhancement distribution for SP(1 ,0) at the top surface of the nanopillar 
embedded in Dl-water. (b) Field profile determined along the x-direction shown with a 
white dashed line in Figure 5.4a. (c) Illustration of the dielectric bead trapping via the 
nanopillar antenna array. In the figure, direction of the polarization and propagation of 
the incident light is illustrated. (d) Calculated optical force supported by the nanopillar 
arrays for different wavelength. The corresponding device parameters are r = 100 nm, 
H = 400 nm and P = 600 nm. 
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The FDTD nearfield analysis in Figure 5.4a indicates that the nearfield gradients are 
symmetric along the x-direction when the nanopillar array is illuminated by an 
x-polarized light source. Therefore, the largest optical force is expected along the 
x-direction. In order to illustrate this point, we calculate the forces exerted on the same 
spherical bead with a radius of 50 nm at three different locations under an x-polarized 
light source. Figure 5.5a shows the 3D illustration of the bead in three different locations. 
For all configurations, the center-to-center distance between the top surface of the 
nanopillar and the bead is 200 nm so that the actual distance between them is 50 nm. 
Consequently, the locations are: (i) bead is located along the x-axis (denoted with black), 
(ii) bead is located on the diagonal of the xy-plane (denoted with red), and (iii) bead is 
located along the y-axis (denoted with blue). Figure 5.5b shows that the black bead 
which is along the polarization direction so that closest to plasmonic hot spots, 
experiences the largest optical force. 
Plasmonic hot spots are along the polarization direction, and nanopillar arrays exert 
the maximum force from these hot spots due to the high intensity gradient. Therefore, the 
ability to control the hot spot locations thus the amount of the optical force by the 
polarization variation can be used to manipulate the biomolecules near the biosensor 
surface. As schematically illustrated in Figure 5.5c, varying the polarization direction, we 
can control the position of the plasmonic hot spots. As a theoretical demonstration, in 
Figure 5.5d, we show that for the incident source with a polarization angle, e = 45°, hot 
spots are observed along the xy-diagonal. Hence, this polarization tuning can be used to 
orient the biomolecules with respect to the hot spot location so that we can maximize our 
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biosensing or spectroscopy signals. More interestingly, in the presence of small analytes, 
which are challenging to trap with the optical forces, another bead can be introduced to 
the solution that is big enough to manipulate. Then, we can trap and move this bead in the 
direction of polarization and circulate around the structure. Interestingly, we can use this 
big bead as a nano-mixer to increase the analyte-ligand binding efficiency. As an 
additional note, FDTD analysis shows that optical forces extend into the nearfield of the 
structure. In order to illustrate this fact, we calculate the optical forces for a dielectric 
bead for different distances from the nanopillar (not shown here). As we increase the 
distance between nanopillar and the bead, we observe that optical forces drop sharply, i.e. 
the force calculated for 50 nm distance (350 pN/W/f.!m2) reduces to 90 pN/W/f.!m2 when 
we increase the distance to 1 00 nm. 
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Figure 5.5 Optical manipulation of a dialectic sphere by polarization control. (a) 3D 
schematic view of the nanopillar structure applying optical forces on a bead positioned in 
three different locations, along (black) and perpendicular (blue) to the polarization 
direction and along the diagonal (red). (b) Optical forces exerted on the bead in three 
different locations. Bead experiences the largest force when it is along the polarization. 
(c) Illustration of the bead manipulation by the polarization direction control. (d) Electric 
field intensity distribution at the top surface of the nanopillar for the incident wave with a 
polarization angle of 45°. The corresponding device parameters are: r = 100 nm, 
H = 400 nm and P = 600 nm. 
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In this section, the experimental part of the project is highlighted . In plasmonics field, 
in order to fabricate nanoparticles, lift-off process is commonly used. This fabrication 
method starts with coating the supporting dielectric substrate with an EBL resist. Then 
EBL is performed followed by the development process. Then, metal deposition is 
performed on the EBL resist coated surface. Finally, lift-off method is used to remove the 
gold from the unexposed surfaces. In this method, in order to successfully lift-off the 
metal deposited at the top surface , the height of the EBL resist, Hresist• should be 
typically 2-3 times thicker than the height of the deposited metal, Hmetal as schematically 
illustrated in Figure 5.6a. Considering the optimized structure with nanopillar height of 
400 nm, one needs to use 1 micron or even thicker EBL resist. However, working on 
such thick resist is simply not practical. Figure 5 .6b shows the SEM image of fabricated 
structure realized by lift-off method. The height of the structure is 150 nm, which is the 
maximum height we can get with the lift-off technique. Since the designed nanopillars 
are tall, after the lift-off process, they also come off in the formation of a slightly 
truncated cone (illustrated in Figure 5 .6c-right) due to the longitudinal resolution of the 
EBL (Figure 5.6c-left). This problem significantly affects the nearfield behavior of the 
antenna system as shown with the FDTD simulation in Figure 5.6d. 
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Figure 5.6 Drawbacks in lift-off method for fabrication of relatively tall antennas. 
(a) Lift-off method for fabricating particle based nanoantennas. (b) SEM image of the 
fabricated nanopillar on conducting layer which should be ideally with r = 200 nm , 
H = 150 nm, and P = 600 nm which comes off in the formation of truncated cone 
after lift-off process . (c) The longitudinal resolution of EBL resulting in truncated pillar 
shapes. (d) FDTD simulation demonstrating that the nearfield intensity enhancement 
diminishes due to the truncated shape of the pillar. 
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In order to address this limitation, we propose a new fabrication approach, which is 
quite suitable to fabricate relatively tall nanopillars. The fabrication method is based on a 
lift-off free nanoparticle assembly process. Figure 5.7a illustrates the steps of the 
fabrication process. In the assembly process, first nanoscale vias are produced via EBL 
on a PMMA resist (having the identical height with the proposed nanopillar). Then, 5 nm 
sized metallic nanoparticles suspended in DI-water are precisely assembled into the vias 
by applying a potential from a direct current (DC) source between top and bottom 
electrodes. Here, the nanoparticles follow the electric field generated by the potential , and 
fill the vias. These metallic nanoparticles are commercially available and their sizes can 
vary from 5 nm to 50 nm and different gold sizes are used depending on the choice of the 
dimension of the nanoantenna. During the assembly process, nanoparticles are fused with 
the current passing alternating current (generated by (AC) source) through them resulting 
in nanopillar formation within the vias. Finally, a simple cleaning process has been 
performed to remove the EBL resist. Since in this fabrication technique, we use no lift-
off process, we can exploit the full thickness of the resist and fabricate tall pillars 
relatively easily (instead of using an EBL resist with a thickness more than 1 Jlm, we 
utilize one with 400 nm which is the the thickness of the targeted pillar height). 
Figure 5.7b shows the fabricated nanopillars with roughly H = 400 nm, r = 100 nm 
and P = 600 nm. Transmission electron microscopy, TEM (not shown here) , also 
demonstrates that the nanopillar structures show single crystalline properties. As 
theoretically shown before , nanopillar antennas are highly advantageous for biosensing 
applications as they support highly sensitive sharp resonances and easily accessible large 
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local electromagnetic fields. Consequently, we experimentally prove this highly 
advantageous nature in Figure 5.7c by demonstrating the detection of protein mono-
(protein A/G denoted with a green curve, with A/G concentration of 0.5 mg/ml) and 
bilayers (protein A/G +protein IgG denoted with a blue curve, with IgG concentration of 
0.5 mg/ml). 
More interestingly, this fabrication method is highly advantageous for realizing 
multilayered metamaterials. Since the assembly process of nanoparticles is performed in 
Dl-water, this technique does not require any chemical solvent for deposited metal as in 
the electroplating technique, which is strongly limited by the availability of the particular 
metals solvents. In addition to that, electroplating cannot be performed to realize 
multilayer structures composed different metals as the solvent particular for one metal 
can etch the other constituting metals. Therefore, using this fabrication technique, we can 
assemble different nanoparticles of metals, polymers or fluorescence dye within the same 
vias resulting in multilayer structures made of different materials. Figure 5.7d-middle 
shows the SEM image of the multilayered pillar structures composed of fluorescent on 
top of gold. The figure on left shows the fluorescence microscopy image of the 
multilayered metamaterials illuminating green color. Using this method, we can also 
fabricate large variety of particle based multilayer nanostructures with complex shapes 
i.e. circular and square rings as shown at right. As an additional, since in this fabrication 
technique we use only DI-water for the assembly process opposed to electroplating 
technique where large variety of chemical solvent is employed, it is a highly potential 
nature-friendly technique. 
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Figure 5. 7 Assembly fabrication process for realization of tall particle-based nanopillars. 
(a) Fabrication steps of the assembly process. (b) SEM image of the nanopillar array with 
r = 100 nm, H = 400 nm, and P = 600 nm. (c) Variation in the plasmonic response 
supported by the nanopillar antennas (bare response is denoted with a black curve) in the 
presence of protein mono- (protein A/G, denoted with a green curve) and bilayer (protein 
AIG +protein IgG, denoted with a blue curve). (d) Fluorescence microscopy image (left) 
of the fabricated multilayer nanopillars (fluorescent silica + gold shown in the middle) 
and the SEM image of the fabricated nanopillars in different shapes, i.e., square or 
circular rings. 
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5.2 Fano-Resonant Cascaded n-Shaped Structures 
The nanopillar system introduced in the previous section supports a fundamental dipolar 
plasmonic mode that suffers from radiative losses. In this section , we introduce a system 
supporting the excitation of more complex phenomenon, Fano resonance, by bringing the 
nanostructures in close proximity, which enables the coupling of this fundamental dipolar 
mode with higher order cavity modes in order to suppress the radiation damping. As 
schematically illustrated in Figure 5.8a, Fano resonance is a type of resonant scattering 
phenomenon that gives rise to an asymmetric line-shapes. It is named after Italian 
physicist Ugo Fano.[81] Fano resonance is based on the interference between two 
scattering amplitudes , (i) one due to scattering within a continuum of states and (ii) one 
due to an excitation of a discrete state. For a discrete state, near the resonant energy, the 
amplitude of the continuum state varies slowly with energy while the amplitude of the 
discrete state varies quickly. This variation causes deviations from symmetric Lorentzian 
profile and gives rise to an asymmetric line-shape with extremely dispersive character. 
For the cavity systems, supporting this steep dispersion character means that if the 
resonance frequency of the cavity changes slightly, the change in transmitted intensity is 
dramatically amplified. Therefore, Fano resonance is highly advantageous to detect the 
chance in the local refractive index, which is highly important for label-free biosensing 
applications. 
Plasmonic systems can be also utilized to excite Fano interference.[82] One classical 
example of Fano resonant plasmonic structures is the :rt-shaped structure (in literature , it 
is also defined as dolmen-shaped cavities) which is composed of a single metal strip 
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(acting as a dipolar antenna) with two parallel metal strips (acting as a quadrupolar 
antenna). Here, dipolar antenna, acts as the bright mode (analog to continuum state) and 
the quadrupolar antenna acts as a dark mode (analog to the discrete state). Traditionally 
in atomic level, Fano medium can be modeled as a 3-level system composed of transition 
(or dipole) allowed, 1} and forbidden states, 2} with a ground state, 0} as illustrated in 
Figure 5.8b. Here, a broad absorption regime occurs when there is no coupling between 
states. However, when a coupling is introduced through the interference of the excitation 
pathways, 0}1} and 0}1}2}1}, a narrow transparency window occurs in the broad 
absorption regime. In Jt-shaped structures, bright state strongly couples to the external 
light source but suffers from losses due to the radiation damping whereas the dark state 
cannot directly couple to the external light due to zero net dipole moment as shown by 
the charge distribution. Figure 5.8c shows the x-component of the electric field for 
dipolar antenna, y-component of the electric field for quadrupolar antenna and amplitude 
of the electric field for the composite antenna system, respectively under an x-polarized 
light source which is parallel to the longer axis of the top metal strip making it act as a 
dipolar antenna. Here, quadrupolar antenna has a narrower spectral response (middle) in 
comparison to the dipolar antenna (left) due to suppression of radiation damping. (In this 
figure, the quadrupolar antenna is excited by an angled source that enables retardation.) 
When spectrally overlapping antennas are placed closely to each other, dark mode can be 
indirectly excited by the bright mode which results in a Fano-like dip (right) within the 
broad spectral window of the dipolar mode. As shown in the same figure, at this 
particular spectral dip, the quadrupolar mode of the system is excited and the composite 
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antenna system supports high nearfield enhancements at the two parallel metal strips 
whereas the nearfield localization at dipolar antenna is weak. 
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Figure 5.8 Excitation of Fano resonance via n-shaped structure. (a) Illustration of the 
interaction between discrete and continuum states playing the role under the excitation of 
Fano resonance. (b) 3-level atomic system analog of the n-shaped structure composed of 
closely spaced dipolar and quadrupolar antennas. (c) Spectral responses of the dipolar 
(illuminated by a normally incident light source), quadrupolar (illuminated by an incident 
light source with an angle, 8) and composite antenna systems (illuminated by a normally 
incident light source). In the figure inset on right, the field intensity enhancement 
distribution is calculated at the spectral dip (due to the excitation of the quadrupolar 
mode) within the broad dipolar regime. 
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In this section of the chapter, we talk about a composite metamaterial possessing Fano 
resonance for precise spatial control of near electromagnetic field distribution. As shown 
in Figure 5.9a, the system consists of asymmetrically located two n-shaped structures 
where dipolar and quadrupolar antennas of individual n-structures are uniquely coupled. 
Figure 5.9b shows the SEM image of the fabricated anteima system where W = 
100 nm (width of the metal strip), L = 400 nm (length of the metal strip), s = 200 nm 
(distance between two parallel metal strips), d = 100 nm (distance between two n-
shaped antennas) and h = 50 nm (distance between the dipolar and the quadrupolar 
antennas). The thickness of the gold nanorod elements of the antenna system is 30 nm. 
The period of the antenna array in both x- andy-directions is 1.8 Jlm. Figure 5.9c shows 
the nearfield distribution (total magnetic field intensity distribution, IHI 2 for an x-
polarized light source) at the spectral Fano-like dip calculated by FDTD simulations 
where the quadrupolar antennas of the individual n-structures are excited by the dipolar 
antennas of the composite system. 
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Figure 5.9 Cascaded n-shaped antenna for spatial control of nearfield distribution. 
(a) Schematic view of the asymmetric n-shaped structure composed of closely coupled 
two individual n-shaped antennas. (b) SEM image of the fabricated structure where 
W = 100 nm, L = 400 nm, s = 200 nm, d = 100 nm and h = SOnm. Thickness 
of the gold nanorod elements of the antenna system is 30 nm. Period of the antenna array 
in both x- and y-directions is 1.8 1-lm. (c) Magnetic field intensity distribution (IHI 2 ) 
calculated at the Fano-like dip for cascaded n-shaped structures. 
Orientation of the n-structures in the cascaded system is very important and it provides 
an extra degree of freedom in the design space to tailor the inter-particle nearfield 
interactions that governs the spectral features of the total system. Here, as shown in 
Figure 5.1 0, we consider two different cascaded designs composed of symmetrically 
(Figure 5.1 Oa) and asymmetrically (Figure 5.1 Ob) located two n-structures. In figures, we 
compare their farfield responses with a single n-structure (Figure 5.10c). As shown in the 
respective calculated reflection spectra, when the distance between two individual 
n-structures is d = 100 nm where they are strongly coupled (indicated by the red 
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curves), Fano-like dip supported by the asymmetric design is much more prominent 
compared to the response supported by the symmetric one. In both cascaded designs, 
when d is increased to 700 nm (indicated by the black curves), the nearfield interactions 
are strongly reduced and the spectral response of the cascaded system converges to a 
single n-structure response. 
For the nearfield response (total magnetic field intensity, IHI 2 calculated for an 
x-polarized light source parallel the long axis of the dipolar antenna), we observe the 
similar comparison between two cascaded designs. The symmetric cascaded system 
shows a weak Fano resonance that for this configuration, at the Fano-like dip, we still 
observe considerable amount of field enhancement in the dipolar antennas demonstrating 
that the quadrupolar antenna is not effectively excited by the dipolar antenna. In contrast, 
the asymmetric cascaded n-shaped system shows strong Fano resonance that for each 
n-shaped structure in the composite system, most of the field localization is concentrated 
at the quadrupolar antennas whereas the field localization at the dipolar antennas is 
negligible. This result shows that the forbidden (dark) state is strongly excited by the 
bright state of the system through nearfield interactions. This behavior has been also 
demonstrated with the single-n structures recently.[82] In the next section, we will show 
the working principle of the double n-antennas where the quadrupolar antennas are 
uniquely excited by the dipolar antennas of the constituting single-n elements which 
results in stronger excitation efficiency of dark mode of the system compared to the 
conventional single n-response. 
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Figure 5.10 Far\nearfield comparison between symmetric and asymmetric cascaded 
designs with single n-shaped structures. Calculated reflection spectra for (a) symmetric 
and (b) asymmetric cascaded n-shaped structure for different d values (red curve for 
d = 100 nm and black curve for d = 700 nm) and (c) single n-shaped structure. 
Figure inset shows the calculated nearfield distribution at the Fano-like spectral dip for 
the cascaded systems at d = 100 nm and the single n-shaped structure. The 
corresponding parameters are W = 100 nm, L = 400 nm, s = 200 nm, d = 
100 nm and h = SOnm. The thickness of the gold nanorod elements of the antenna 
system is 30 nm. The period of the antenna array in both x-and y-directions is 1.8 ).!ill . 
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In order to better identify how the Fano-Iike spectral behavior of the cascaded system 
depends on the orientation of the individual n-structures, we utilize a coupled dipole 
approximation method [83]. In the cascaded structure, the dipolar antennas drive each 
quadrupolar antenna individually as illustrated in Figure 5.lla (dipolar antennas are denoted 
with yellow and quadrupolar antennas are denoted with black). Therefore, the polarization of 
each quadrupolar antenna (PQ1 , PQ2 ) can be written in terms of the polarization of the dipolar 
antennas as shown in Equation 5.4. 
(5.4) 
where a denotes the polarizability of the quadrupolar antennas and K is the electrostatic 
propagator term acting on the nanorod elements of the quadrupolar antennas denoted in 
Equation 5.5. 
(5.5) 
where Pn, Pm is the dipole moment of the respective nanorod in the system and Rnm is the 
displacement vector connecting the rod elements enumerated as n (n = 1, 2 stands for the 
nanorod elements of the dipolar antenna) and m (m = 1, 2 stands for the nanorod elements 
of the first quadrupolar antenna and m = 3, 4 stands for the nanorod elements of the second 
quadrupolar antenna) and r is the magnitude of the displacement vector. 
Derived from the charge distributions shown in the Figure 5.1lc, an inspection of equation 
reveals that for the symmetric configuration, the coupling term pairs acting on a single 
quadrupolar antenna, i.e. (K11 + K 21) and (K12 + K 22) have different signs as denoted with the 
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red arrows. Hence, there will be a partial cancelation of the nearfield couplings which will 
reduce the overall excitation efficiency of the corresponding quadrupolar antenna; thus the 
effective polarization. This will directly reduce the Fano-like response. In contrast, these 
coupling terms have the same sign for the asymmetric cascaded design, which will result in a 
better excitation efficiency of the quadrupolar antennas. 
Discussion of the analytical results is summarized in Figure 5.11 b where the excitation 
efficiency of the quadrupolar antennas for both designs is shown with respect to the distance 
between the individual n-structures in the cascaded system. It is clear to see that, as the 
distance between the constituting n-elements is increased, the excitation efficiency of both 
designs converges to that of the single n-structure. The figure demonstrates that for the 
asymmetric design, the excitation efficiency of the quadrupolar antennas is further improved 
for closer n-structure, whereas it diminishes for the symmetric design. More importantly for 
all cases, asymmetric design supports higher excitation efficiency compared to the single n-
structure. These results demonstrate that the asymmetric design further improves the 
excitation efficiency of the quadrupolar antenna supported by the conventional single n-
design. 
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Figure 5.11 Coupled dipole approximation method for analyzing excitation efficiency of 
the quadrupolar antennas. (a) Illustration of the antenna elements of the asymmetric 
cascaded system Dl, D2 = dipolar antennas, Ql, Q2 = quadrupolar antennas. 
(b) Quadrupolar excitation is compared for the cascaded designs and the single n-shaped 
structures. (c) Charge distribution for the asymmetric and symmetric designs calculated at 
the corresponding Fano-like spectral dip. In figure, the sign of the coupling term pairs (K) 
has been shown within the red arrow. 
For the single n-structure, the Fano-like behavior is varied by the coupling between 
dipolar and quadrupolar antennas, which depends on the vertical and horizontal distance 
between these two individual elements. In a similar fashion, we investigate this effect on 
the overall spectral behavior of the cascaded system by shifting the top dipolar antenna 
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toward right as schematically shown in Figure 5.12a. Figure 5.12b shows the 
experimental reflection spectrum of the structure with different shifting amounts along 
horizontal direction, Lld. In general, such Fano-lik:e spectral behavior depends on the 
structural symmetry-breaking which allows the excitation of quadrupolar antennas by the 
coupling with the dipolar antennas. Here, in this system, Lld determines the asymmetry of 
the structure along the x-axis (which is the polarization direction). At Lld = 0 where the 
dipolar antennas are vertically aligned, only the dipolar antennas are excited as they are 
coupled to the incident light. Therefore, a broad reflection profile is observed. By 
introducing a small structural asymmetry, Lld = 100 nm, a tiny reflection dip is 
observed. As the asymmetry is further increased, the quadrupolar antennas start to couple 
with the dipolar antennas more effectively so that the reflection dip gets narrower and 
sharper. Figure 5 .12c shows the hotspots where the local electromagnetic fields are 
highly enhanced with respect to the corresponding shifting amount. Initially (Lld = 0), 
only the dipolar antennas support nearfield enhancement. With 1 00 nm shift, field 
localization is concentrated at the nanorod elements of the quadrupolar antennas as well 
as the dipolar antennas with considerable amount. Further shifting the dipolar antenna, 
the nearfields start to localize at the different nanorod elements of the quadrupolar 
antennas. For instance, at Lld = 200 nm and 300 nm, it is mainly localized at the right 
metal rod of the first quadrupolar antenna and Lld = 400 nm, it is concentrated at the 
right metal rod of the both quadrupolar antennas. Finally, at Lld = 500 nm, the field 
localization is observed at all the nanorod elements of the quadrupolar antennas 
(quadrupolar antennas are strongly excited by the dipolar ones) whereas the field 
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localization at the dipolar antennas is minimal. These results show that, by arranging the 
dipolar antenna location, we can tune the overall Fano-like spectral response and the hot 
spot locations with a great precision. 
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Figure 5.12 Spatial control of nearfield distribution via asymmetric :rt-shaped structure . 
(a) Illustration of the shifting procedure for the upper dipolar antenna in the cascaded 
system. In figure, polarization and propagation directions of the incident light source are 
indicated . (b) Experimental reflection data for the cascaded :rt-shaped structure with 
different Lld values. (c) Magnetic field distributions calculated at the Fano-like resonance 
dip for the asymmetric :rt-structures with different L1d values (For L1d = 500 nm, the 
field distribution is calculated at the reflection peak). The corresponding parameters are: 
W = 100 nm, L = 400 nm , s = 200 nm, d = 100 nm and h = 50 nm. 
The thickness of the gold nanorod elements of the antenna system is 30 nm. The period 
of the antenna array in both x-and y -directions is 1.8 J.lm. 
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In order to understand the dependence of the Fano-like spectral behavior on the 
coupling between two individual n-structures in the cascaded design, we investigate 
systems with different distances between two constituting n-elements. Here, d, the 
distance between individual n-elements in the cascaded antenna system, is shown in 
Figure 5.13b. The cascaded system is excited by an x-polarized light source, where the 
polarization is parallel to the long axis of the dipolar antenna. We observe that the farfield 
behaviors of the cascaded systems with different d values, in the range between 0 to 100 
nm, are very similar as shown in Figure 5.13a. More interestingly, we show that the 
cascaded system composed of two touching n-structures (fabricated cascaded system is 
shown in left in Figure 5.13c) exhibits similar nearfield distribution (shown in the middle) 
with the cascaded system composed of two separated n-structures. Interestingly, the highly 
enhanced local fields are located at the right and left sides of the fat middle rod (working like 
two parallel rods) similarly as in the cascaded system, where these fields are concentrated at 
the left side of the second rod of the first quadrupolar and the right side of the first metal rod 
of the second quadrupolar antenna. The reason behind this phenomenon is that the dipole 
moment of the middle fat rod is twice as big as that of the other two as shown by the charge 
distribution at right. Therefore, the cascaded structure with a fat middle metal rod can still 
exhibit similar Fano-like behavior as the one composed of two separated n-shaped structures. 
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Figure 5.13 Role of the middle metal rod in the cascaded design. (a) Experimental 
reflection data for the cascaded n-structures with different d values. (b) Schematic 
illustration ofthe cascaded design where the distance between two individualn-structures 
is denoted with d. (c) Left: SEM image of the fabricated system, Middle: magnetic field 
distribution I H 12 , Right: charge distribution calculated at the Fano-like resonance dip for 
the cascaded design composed oftwo merged n-shaped structures (d = 0). 
Since the cascaded system composed of two merged n-structures exhibits the similar 
Fano-like spectral behavior with the cascaded design composed of separated n-structures, we 
investigate the role of the middle rod in the overall Fano-like behavior. In order to realize a 
more compact system, we replace the fat middle metal strip with the one identical to the 
others as schematically illustrated in Figure 5 .14b. The fabricated structure is shown in the 
SEM image in Figure 5 .14c on left. It is important to note that in the compact n-structure, the 
dipole moment of the middle rod is still twice as big as the other two as proved by the charge 
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distribution in Figure 5.14c on right. Consequently, similar Fano-like dip is still observable 
for the compact system as demonstrated by Figure 5.14a. 
Another advantage of the compact 7t-structure is that in this system, since there is a 
minimum charge accumulation in the dipolar antennas, nearly the whole field is concentrated 
at the middle rod. Hence the mode volume of the overall structure is significantly reduced. 
Mode volume is defined by the following formula [84]: 
f EjE(r)j 2 dV 
v = -----:-=--
max [EjE(r)j 2 ] 
(5.5) 
where sis the dielectric constant and jE(r)j 2 is the electric field intensity enhancement. In 
comparison with a single 7t-antenna, the compact 7t-structure funnels the incident light to the 
middle metal rod while in single-7t structure, the field enhancement is localized at both of the 
horizontal rods. Therefore, compact design supports a mode volume half of the one supported 
by the single 1r-shaped structure: V(compact- rr)/V(single- rr) :::: 0.494. 
More interestingly, with our plasmonic design, we can concentrate the light at the middle 
rod oriented perpendicular to the polarization direction of the illumination source as shown in 
middle in Figure 5.14c (Polarization direction of the illumination source is illustrated with a 
red curve in the figure). This field localization nature is sharp contrast with the conventional 
rectangular shaped antennas, which act as dipolar antennas where the field localization is 
concentrated at the right and left sides of the rod along its long axis, parallel to the 
polarization direction ofthe incident light source. 
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Figure 5.14 Compact n-structure supporting smaller mode volumes. (a) Experimental 
reflection spectrum for the compact n-structure demonstrating the Fano-like spectral dip. 
(b) Schematic view of the compact n-structure. (c) Left: SEM image of the fabricated 
system, Middle: magnetic field distribution, I H 12 under an x-polarized light source as 
schematically illustrated in the figure, Right: charge distribution calculated at the Fano-
like resonance dip for the compact n-design. The corresponding device parameters are: 
W = 100 nm, L = 400 nm, s = 200 nm, h = 50 nm and t = 30 nm. 
Since in the compact n-structure, field enhancement is mainly concentrated at the 
middle rod, decreasing the middle rod width, smaller mode volumes can be achieved. 
When the width of the middle metal rod of the compact n-structure is decreased, local 
fields can be further concentrated in a much smaller mode volume. Figure 5.15a 
schematically shows the compact n-structure with the middle metal rod width, a. 
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We show that when the middle rod width is half in size, the mode volume can be reduced 
by approximately 35% i.e. V(a =50 nm)/ V(a = 100 nm) ~ 0.63. Figure 5.15b shows 
the field intensity enhancement distribution at a = 20 nm and 50 nm, respectively 
demonstrating that for the compact antenna systems with different middle metal rod 
widths (long axis is kept constant), local electromagnetic fields consistently concentrate 
at the middle metal rod without any scattering or distortion. Hence, by decreasing the 
middle rod width, the system provides smaller mode volumes while keeping the nearfield 
localization at the middle rod without losing the intensity of the local electromagnetic 
fields. 
Figure 5 .15a shows the variations in the reflection response of the compact n-systems 
for different middle rod widths. For a = 100 nm and 50 nm, the Fano-like spectral 
behavior results in a strong reflection dip. However, at a = 20 nm, it starts to get 
distorted and when the middle rod is completely removed (a = 0), the Fano-like dip 
totally disappears. Figure 5.15d shows the SEM image of the fabricated compact 
n-structure without a middle rod (a = 0). Here, the field distribution on left calculated at 
the corresponding reflection peak indicates that only dipolar antennas are coupled to the 
incident light and quadrupolar antennas are completely dark again such that no Fano-like 
spectral peak is in presence. This result also proves that the presence of the middle metal 
rod is highly important for excitation of dark mode of the system playing the dominant 
role for the Fano-like spectral dip. 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of the middle metal rod on Fano-type resonance for compact 
n-structure. (a) Calculated reflection spectrum of the compact Jt-shaped structure with 
middle metal strips of different widths, a. Figure inset shows the schematic illustration of 
the compact design where the width of the middle metal rod is denoted with d. 
(b) Magnetic field distribution, IHI 2 , calculated at the Fano-like resonance dip for 
different a values (20 nm and 50 nm). (c) SEM image shows the case when the middle 
rod is totally removed. Here, the field distribution is calculated at the resonance peak in 
the absence of the Fano-like spectral behavior. 
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5.3 Effect of Conducting Substrate on Fano-Resonance 
In the first section of Chapter 5, we show that the nanopillar system on conducting layer 
supports more advantageous far- and nearfield characteristics compared to the classical 
nanoparticles fabricated on dielectric. In the second section, we demonstrate that closely 
coupled nanostructures enabling the coupling between fundamental and higher order 
modes support Fano resonance which is more advantageous than fundamental modes 
suffering from radiative loses. In this section using the concepts developed in these two 
sections, we show that introducing a conducting layer under closely coupled 
nanostructures results in systems with superior near and farfield Fano characteristics. 
In Figure 5.16, we show the comparison between far- and nearfield responses of the 
two identical n-shaped structure on conducting and dielectric layer under an x-polarized 
light source. As we can clearly see, the system on conducting layer supports much 
sharper spectral features within the Fano-window as well as much larger local 
electromagnetic fields calculated 3 wavelength points within the broad absorption regime 
of the dipolar antenna. The parameters of the analyzed n-shaped structures are 
L = 400 nm , W = 100 nm , h = 50 nm and s = 200 nm. Period of the array is 
700 nm and the gold thickness of the antennas is 100 nm. The system on gold exhibits a 
Fano resonance in the spectral window, between 600 nm to 900 nm (Figure 5 .16a) 
whereas for the one on glass, Fano resonance occurs in the range between 1000 nm to 
2000 nm (Figure 5.16b). Due to the Fano interference, both structures are shown to 
exhibit two spectral features (two spectral dips for the system on conducting layer and 
two spectral peaks for the system on dielectric layer). For the n-shaped structure on a 
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conducting layer, the spectral features centered at 758 nm and 818 nm have line-widths 
as narrow as 21 nm and 23 nm, respectively. However, the structure on a dielectric layer 
supports much broader resonances: the spectral features centered at 1362 nm and 1705 
nm have line-widths as large as 205 nm and 177 nm. Figure 5.16c-d shows the electric 
field intensity enhancement distribution calculated at the corresponding wavelengths 
(showing similar mode characteristic within the Fano-window) denoted by the color dots 
for the Jt-shaped structures on conducting and dielectric layers, respectively. For all three 
wavelengths, the structure on a conducting layer supports much higher nearfield intensity 
enhancements calculated at the spectral points showing similar charge distributions (in 
other words, similar antenna behaviors, i.e., dipolar/quadrupolar). Furthermore , these 
large electromagnetic fields supported by the system on a conducting layer are highly 
accessible and extend deep into surrounding medium whereas the one supported by the 
system on dielectric is concentrated at the glass/gold interface, which makes these field 
inaccessible to the biomolecule in the vicinity of the antenna array. 
Here, introducing a conducting layer under the asymmetric Jt-shaped structure in order 
to achieve sharper spectral features as well as easily accessible large local 
electromagnetic fields is a concept that could be extended to other Fano resonant 
structures. In this section, we investigate the similar improvements in a more complex 
Fano resonant metamaterial which is asymmetric ring/disk cavity system. 
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Figure 5.16 Far/nearfield comparison between rt-shaped structures on conducting and 
dielectric substrates. Numerical reflection spectrum of rt-shaped structures standing on 
(a) gold and (b) glass layers. Near-field intensity enhancement distributions calculated at 
the corresponding wavelengths are shown for (c) gold and (d) glass. Nearfield 
distributions for xy-plane are calculated at the top surface of the cavity on a conducting 
layer and at the bottom surface of the cavity on a dielectric layer. yz-cross section field 
profiles are calculated through the right end of the structure (x = 200 nm). 
Corresponding structure parameters are: L = 400 nm, W = 100 nm, h = 50 nm and 
s = 200 nm and period of the array is 700 nm. Thickness of the structure is 100 nm . 
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Most of the plasmonic applications greatly benefit from the unique properties of 
metallic structures that enable strong light/matter interactions.[85-88] The local 
electromagnetic fields supported by the metallic features are highly enhanced at a 
resonance frequency of a dipolar plasmonic mode which depends on the geometry and 
size of the nanostructures.[89] Recently, many groups have presented different designs to 
access this fundamental mode such as ring [90-93] or disk [94,95] nanocavities. Although 
these metallic structures support high near field enhancements at this dipolar resonance, 
its line-width determined by the radiative and nonradiative losses is relatively broad. 
Nonradiative losses mainly depend on the properties of metal composing the 
nanostructure. Radiative losses in contrast, can be controlled through the hybridization of 
plasmons enabled by coupling between closely positioned nanostructures.[96] 
Accordingly, Hao et al. proposed a ring/disk cavity system which reduces the radiative 
losses by bringing ring and disk structures in close proximity .[97] The proposed 
concentric system composed of a disk embedded in the center of a ring has been shown to 
exhibit sub- and superradiant modes via hybridization between dipolar modes of ring and 
disk cavities. Interestingly, by introducing structural symmetry-breaking to the system, 
they demonstrated Fano-type resonances excited due to the coupling between dipolar 
mode of the disk and higher order mode of the ring cavity.[89] Later, Sonnefraud et al. 
demonstrated the possibility of using asymmetric ring/disk cavities in biochemical 
sensing applications due to the advantageous far- and nearfield properties of this antenna 
system. [98] 
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Biochemical sensing platforms exhibit high sensitivities to surface conditions when 
the field profiles enable strong interaction with the surrounding medium. Asymmetric 
ring/disk cavity systems fabricated on a dielectric substrate offer narrow resonances , 
however the enhancement in their local electromagnetic fields is relatively low. More 
importantly, these local fields are inaccessible to the surrounding medium since they are 
mainly concentrated at the high refractive index supporting substrate under the 
nanocavities. Furthermore, biochemical sensing platforms demand narrow resonances to 
accurately measure variations in cavity response due to the presence of the molecules. 
Even though Fano-resonances supported by the asymmetric nanocavity system fabricated 
on a dielectric layer exhibits narrower resonances compared to dipolar modes, they are 
still relatively broad for achieving low limit of detection.[99] Therefore, new approaches 
to exploit Fano-resonances are needed to address these limitations. 
In this section, we experimentally demonstrate a Fano-resonant asymmetric ring/disk 
system fabricated on a conducting substrate, which possesses superior far- and nearfield 
characteristics compared to the one fabricated on a dielectric substrate. Figure 5.17a 
schematically shows the asymmetric ring/disk system standing on a conducting metal 
layer and Figure 5.17b is the SEM image of the fabricated structures that are 
experimentally tested. Here, the radius of the disk (Rctisk), inner radius (Rinner) and outer 
radius of the ring (Router) are 90 nm, 160 nm and 240 nm, respectively. For our platform, 
amount of the structural symmetry-breaking is determined by !1x which is the shifting 
amount of the disk from the center of the concentric system along the polarization 
direction (x-axis). For the structure presented in the figure, l:!.x is 30 nm. The thickness of 
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the ring and disk cavities is lOO nm and the period of the ring/disk cavity array is 750 nm. 
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Figure 5.17 Asymmetric ring/disk cavity system fabricated on a conducting layer for 
supporting stronger Fano-character. (a) Schematic view of the asymmetric ring/disk 
system fabricated on a conducting layer. Geometrical parameters of the structure , 
propagation direction and polarization of the illumination source are indicated in the 
figure . (b) SEM image of the fabricated asymmetric ring/disk cavity on a conducting 
layer. Corresponding structure parameters are: Rctisk = 90 nm, Rinner = 160 nm , 
Router = 240 nm and !.lx = 30 nm . Periodicity of the cavity array is 750 nm , and 
thickness of the asymmetric ring/disk cavity and the gold conducting metal layer is 
100 nm and 150 nm, respectively . 
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By introducing structural asymmetry , ring/disk cavity systems can excite Fano 
resonances. Here , Fano-type is created through the overlap between a broad hybridized 
mode of the concentric system, acting as the bright state and the narrow quadrupolar ring 
mode , acting as the dark state of the system. 
Therefore, for a better clarification , we analyze the plasmonic modes that are 
supported by the concentric ring/disk system in detail. Figure 5.18a-b shows the 
experimental spectral response of the individual disk and ring cavities , respectively. 
Calculated charge distributions of the corresponding resonances and SEM images of the 
fabricated structures are also indicated in the figure insets . Figure 5.18a shows that the 
disk cavity has a fundamental dipolar mode at A.0 = 616 nm [80] whereas Figure 5.18b 
shows that the ring cavity has two dipolar modes: bonding (AsR = 839 nm) and 
antibonding (AAR = 594 nm) ring modes excited via the hybridization between disk and 
cavity plasmons as demonstrated by Prodan et al. (schematically illustrated in Figure 
5.18c ).[96] 
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Figure 5.18 Plasmonic modes in individual ring and disk cavities . Experimental 
reflection spectra of individual (a) disk and (b) ring cavities. In figure insets, calculated 
charge distributions of the corresponding resonances are shown. SEM images are the 
fabricated structures with the corresponding structure parameters: Rctisk = 90 nm, 
Rinner = 160 nm and Router = 240 nm. Periodicity of the cavity array is 750 nm, and 
thickness of the cavities and the gold conducting metal layer is 100 nm and 150 nm, 
respectively. (c) Hybridization of plasmonic modes in the ring cavity. 
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In the concentric system, dipolar mode of the disk hybridizes with the bonding and 
antibonding dipolar modes of the ring.[89] As shown in Figure 5.19a, resulting plasmonic 
modes in the composite structures are: (i) low-energy narrow resonance at 
"-osR = 834 nm, which is the bonding combination of dipolar disk and bonding ring 
modes (DBR), (ii) high-energy broader resonance at "-oAR = 629 nm, which is the 
bonding combination of dipolar disk and antibonding ring modes (DAR).[97] SEM image 
shows the fabricated concentric cavity system on conducting layer with Rctisk = 90 nm, 
Rinner = 160 nm, and Router = 240 nm. Figure 5.19b shows the hybridization diagram 
of the plasmonic modes in the concentric system nicely indicating the energy level of the 
plasmonic modes in the individual and the composite antenna systems. As demonstrated 
by the calculated charge distribution of corresponding plasmonic resonances in the 
concentric system (in Figure 5.19a) , for DAR mode , in-phase coupling of dipolar disk 
and antibonding ring modes allows them to radiate much stronger. Therefore, DAR mode 
has a superradiant character and has a wider line-width compared to dipolar mode of 
disk.[98] In contrast, for DBR mode, out of-phase coupling of dipolar disk and binding 
ring modes reduces the net dipole moment of the system and thus, the radiative damping. 
Therefore, DBR mode shows a subradiant character and has a narrower line-width 
compared to dipolar mode of ring.[97] Consequently, the concentric ring-disk system 
fabricated on conducting layer is found to suppress the radiation damping through 
hybridization of plasmonic modes in closely coupled cavities supporting different dipolar 
modes. 
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Figure 5.19c shows the nearfield . intensity enhancement distributions for the 
corresponding energy levels of the composite system as well as the constituting elements 
nicely demonstrating the origin of the hybridized modes in the composite system. Here, 
DAR mode shows a similar field pattern with the fundamental mode of the disk cavity 
and has high intensity nearfields mainly concentrated at the rims of the constituting disk 
element along the polarization direction.[80] We also observe that the hybridized mode 
supports higher nearfield intensity enhancement compared to the fundamental dipolar 
mode of the disk cavity , 1600 vs. 1000, respectively. In contrast, DBR mode shows a 
similar field pattern with the bonding dipolar mode of the ring cavity with similar 
nearfield intensity enhancement as large as 1400. The hybridized mode has high intensity 
fields mainly concentrated at the right and left ends of the constituting ring element along 
the polarization direction.[89] 
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Figure 5.19 Hybridized modes m the concentric ring/disk cavity system. 
(a) Experimental reflection spectra of the concentric ring/disk cavity . In figure insets, 
calculated charge distributions of the corresponding resonances are shown. SEM image is 
the fabricated structure with the corresponding structure parameters: Rctisk = 90 nm, 
Rinner = 160 nm and Router = 240 nm. Periodicity of the cavity array is 750 nm and 
thickness of the antenna and the gold conducting metal layer is 100 nm and 150 nm, 
respectively. (b) Hybridization diagram of the concentric ring/disk system standing on a 
conducting layer. (c) Calculated nearfield intensity enhancement distributions are shown 
for fundamental modes of disk and ring cavities (BR mode), and hybridized modes in the 
composite system. 
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Concentric ring/disk systems fabricated on a conducting gold layer exhibit sub- and 
superradiant characteristics via hybridization between the dipolar modes of the ring and 
disk cavities. By introducing structural asymmetry, these systems can excite Fano-type 
resonances exhibiting spectrally sharp features of narrow line-width as shown in 
Figure 5.20a.[98] The asymmetry for the ring/disk system is determined by Llx which is 
the shifting amount along the x-direction (polarization direction of the illumination 
source) which is schematically illustrated in the inset. In the same figure, SEM image 
shows the fabricated antenna system on a conducting substrate (gold). Here, Fano 
resonance occurs in the presence of the interference between a spectrally broad and a 
narrow mode. Phase-lag and the relative amplitude difference between these two modes 
lead highly dispersive Fano resonance with very asymmetric spectral profile. 
In our system, Fano-type asymmetric resonance is created through the overlap 
between the broad superradiant hybridized dipolar mode which is a bonding combination 
of dipolar disk and antibonding ring modes (DAR mode), acting as the bright state of the 
composite system and the narrow quadrupolar ring mode [88,89] acting as the dark state. 
Compared to the conventional dielectric system, here we also have an additional 
contribution from propagating SPs at the conducting metal/dielectric interface due to the 
grating coupling conditions. The interaction of SPs with the hybridized modes of the 
ring/disk cavity could modify the spectrum and result in sharper spectral features within 
the Fano resonance. For an asymmetric ring/disk cavity system with 30 nm offset, we 
experimentally observe excitation of a Fano-type resonance exhibiting two narrow 
spectral features. For our analyses, we focus on the sharper one at 672 nm (indicated by a 
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blue arrow in Figure 5.20a). It has a narrow line-width as small as 9 nm. For a ring cavity 
under normal incidence (nonretarded case), the quadrupolar mode cannot be excited due 
to the symmetric charge distribution, which makes the total dipole moment zero. When 
an incident angle is introduced (as schematically demonstrated in the inset of Figure 
5.20b), the quadrupolar mode is excited through the retardation effects. Figure 5.20b-
right is the charge distribution (calculated at 672 nm) of the ring cavity under an incident 
angle (8) demonstrating the quadrupolar characteristics. Since the quadrupolar modes 
cannot be directly coupled to the far-field radiation, their radiative losses are very small 
which leads to spectrally sharp features. For a strongly coupled ring/disk cavity satisfying 
plasmon induced transparency condition, quadrupolar mode appears at the Fane-
resonance as indicated by the charge distribution calculated at 672 nm (Figure 5.20b-left). 
At this wavelength, under normal incidence (Figure 5.20c-left), asymmetric ring/disk 
cavity system exhibits similar field profile at the constituting ring element with the one 
supported by the ring cavity under an incident angle, 8 (Figure 5.20c-right). 
Here, we mainly concentrate the investigation of the resonance wavelength of the 
sharp spectral feature denoted with the blue arrow. Indeed, this quadrupolar nature can be 
observed at different wavelengths within the Fano-window. In the next section, we will 
show the reason why the asymmetric ring/disk cavity systems support much sharper 
spectral features in the presence of a conducting layer. 
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Figure 5.20 Fano-inteiference excited via asymmetric ring/disk cavities fabricated on 
conducting layer. (a) Experimental reflection spectrum of the concentric (red curve) and 
the asymmetric ring/disk cavities fabricated on a conducting layer with L1x = 30 om 
(black curve). On the right, schematic illustration of the shifting procedure of the disk 
element and the SEM image of the fabricated asymmetric ring/disk cavity with 
!.lx = 30 nm are shown. (b) Charge and (c) electric field intensity enhancement 
distributions of the asymmetric ring/disk cavity system under normal incidence (left) and 
the ring cavity at an incident angle , 8 (right) calculated at the top suiface for the 
wavelength point denoted by the blue arrow in Figure 5.20(a) . The corresponding device 
parameters are Rdisk = 90 nm, Rinner = 160 nm and Router = 240 nm . Periodicity of 
the cavity array is 750 nm and thickness of the antenna and the gold conducting metal 
layer is 100 nm and 150 nm, respectively. 
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In the presence of a conducting layer underneath, the cavity system supports much 
sharper spectral features. In order to understand the reason behind this improvement, we 
investigate the ring/disk system on a dielectric layer. As shown in Figure 5.2la-left, the 
spectral feature created through this asymmetric system is weak. Introducing a 
conductive connection (in a disk-shape of the same radius Rgold-connect = 240 nm with 
the ring antenna in the composite system) between the individual ring and disk cavities 
(with a thickness of 150 nm which is the thickness of the conducting layer of the system 
under investigation in order to have a fair comparison), we observe an improvement in 
the spectral strength as shown in Figure 5.21a-right. However, this improvement is still 
not as strong as what we obtain by employing a conducting layer underneath the cavities. 
Asymmetric ring/disk cavity system analyzed in the main text exploits a conducting 
metal layer underneath, therefore propagating SPs can also exist at the air/metal interface 
when the grating conditions are satisfied. At these grating wavelengths, propagating SPs 
could interact with LSP modes of the ring/disk cavity. Figure 5.21b-right shows the 
intensity distribution for y-component of the magnetic field, I Hy 12 (the most dominant 
component for an x-polarized light source) at the air/metal interface (bottom surface of 
the cavities where the propagating mode can exist) for the asymmetric ring/disk system 
on a conducting layer with period 750 nm calculated at the spectral features denoted with 
a green arrow within the F ano window (Figure 5.21 b-left). This figure reveals that the 
cavity system with period 750 nm supports SP modes at the dielectric/metal interface 
within the Fano resonance spectral window. In contrast, if we study the response of the 
cavity with period 2 j.!m, the grating orders, thus the SPs are far away from the spectral 
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window under investigation, which is 600 run- 750 run. Therefore, we could access only 
the LSP modes of the cavity. As shown in Figure 5.21c-left, for the system with 2 f.lill 
periodicity, we obtain a Fano-like resonance within the broad DAR mode (in the 
wavelength range, 800 run - 1000 run). When we plot the I Hy 12 distribution (calculated at 
the spectral features denoted with a green arrow within the Fano window), we observe 
that the field is mainly localized around the cavity and there is no indication of 
propagating SPs at the dielectric/metal interface (Figure 5.21c-right). If we compare these 
two spectral responses (Figure 5.2lb-c left), our results indicate that when the SPs 
interact with cavity modes, the spectrum can be modified and the spectral features within 
the Fano resonance can get sharper. 
As an additional note, in the main asymmetric ring/disk cavity design, we use a gold 
layer as the supporting substrate underneath the cavities. However, if we have different 
cavity-substrate designs: (i) where we insert different metals (silver and copper) under the 
gold ring/disk cavity array and (ii) where the cavity and the conducting layer are 
composed of the same metal, we observe variations in the spectral response (not shown 
here). The spectral feature analyzed in the main text does not vary much for different 
metallic substrates for a fixed antenna (chosen to be gold). In contrast, since silver is a 
less lossy metal compared to gold, the spectral feature gets shaper when the whole system 
is composed of silver, while it gets broader when the system is composed of a more lossy 
metal, copper. 
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Figure 5.21 Role of the propagating SPs for stronger Fano interference in the cavity 
system on a conducting layer. (a) Spectral comparison for the asymmetric ring/disk 
system on dielectric and the identical cavity system on dielectric where the constituting 
antenna elements are connected by a gold disk underneath. Reflection spectrum of 
asymmetric ring/disk cavity system on a conducting layer with period (b) 750 nm and . 
(c) 2 J..lm. The corresponding device parameters are Rctisk = 90 nm, Rinner = 160 nm , 
Router = 240 nm and 1:1x = 30 nm. Intensity distribution for y-component of the 
magnetic field (IHyl 2 ) calculated within the Fano resonance denoted with a green arrow 
is shown in right. 
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Another advantage of using asymmetric ring/disk cavity platform fabricated on a 
conducting metal layer is the desirable nearfield characteristics for biosensing 
applications. The cavity system standing on a conducting substrate enables much higher 
nearfield intensity enhancements compared to the identical one standing on a dielectric 
substrate as shown Figure 5 .22c. More importantly , these large local electromagnetic 
fields are easily accessible to the surrounding medium. In order to show this , we compare 
nearfield profiles on both substrates at the sharp spectral features indicated by red arrows 
(reflection dip at 672 nm and reflection peak at 967 nm for the cavity on conducting 
(Figure 5.22a) and dielectric (Figure 5.22b) layers, respectively). In order to have better 
visualization of the spectral response of the two identical ring/disk cavity system, the 
spectral ranges of are zoomed within a 300 nm wavelength-window in figure insets. 
We observe that asymmetric ring/disk cavities on a conducting metal layer studied in 
this work supports a nearly 4 times higher nearfield intensity enhancement. In addition , 
the field intensity enhancement varies with wavelength within the Fano-like asymmetric 
line-shape (not shown here) . We observe that the system on a conducting layer has much 
higher nearfield intensity enhancement compared to its counterpart on dielectric at all 
wavelengths. In addition, when there is a conducting layer underneath the cavities, the 
cross-sectional field profiles show that highly enhanced near-fields are mainly 
concentrated at the top surface of the ring/disk cavities and extend deep into the 
surrounding medium. This is in sharp contrast for the one on a glass layer where most of 
the enhanced local fields are mainly concentrated at the metal/glass interface and not 
directly accessible. 
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Figure 5.22 Nealfield comparison between asymmetric ring/disk cavity systems on 
conducting and dielectric substrates. Calculated reflection spectrum of the cavity system 
on (a) conducting and (b) dielectric layers. (c) Nealfield intensity enhancement 
distributions at the sharp spectral feature denoted with a red arrow (centered at 672 nm 
for the cavity array on a conducting layer and at 967 nm for the cavity array on a 
dielectric layer) within the Fano-type window. Nealfield distributions for xy-plane are 
calculated at the top sulface of the cavity on a gold layer and at the bottom sulface of the 
cavity on a glass layer. xz- (yz-) cross sectional field profiles are calculated through the 
center of the system, y = 0 (x = 0). For clarification of the comparison , the spectral 
ranges of two figures are zoomed within a 300 nm wavelength window in figure insets . 
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In order to quantitatively demonstrate the field accessibility, we calculate a volume in 
the vicinity of the cavity array by considering the regions where the maximum field 
intensity drops by a factor of 1/e2 . We term this volume as the "Interaction Volume" of 
analyte and optical fields. For both asymmetric ring/disk cavity systems studied in this 
work, we calculate nearfield intensity enhancement (IEI 2 /IEinl 2 ) distributions and 
determine their maximum. Since the maximum intensity for the system on glass 
(lglass = 400) is significantly smaller than the one for gold (I gold = 1400), we set 1/ e2 
of I glass as the cut -off intensity. We then determine the volume where the field intensity 
drops to this cut-off value. 
In Table 5.1, we compare the interaction volumes that correspond to the spectral 
features denoted by the red arrows in Figure 5.22. Asymmetric ring/disk cavity system on 
a conducting metal layer is observed to support nearly 4 times larger interaction volume 
compared to the one on a dielectric layer. In addition, we numerically calculate refractive 
index sensitivity as it is directly related to this interaction volume. Between the two 
systems embedded in DI-water, the one standing on a conducting metal layer supports 
higher S compared to the one standing on a dielectric layer, 667 vs. 545 nm/RIU, 
respectively. Another advantage of using a conducting metallic substrate is the excitation 
of sharp spectral features, which can significantly reduce the limit of detection. As 
demonstrated in table, the system on a conducting layer supports a spectral feature more 
than 3 times narrower compared to the one on dielectric substrate. Exhibiting much 
sharper spectral features as well as larger refractive index sensitivities, asymmetric 
ring/disk system on a conducting layer supports nearly 4 times larger FOM. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of the interaction volume, Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM), 
refractive index sensitivity (S) and figure of merit (FOM) between asymmetric ring/disk 
cavity systems standing on conducting and dielectric layers for the spectral features 
indicated by red arrows in Figure 5.22a-b. 
Interaction volume (nm3) FWHM (nm) S (nm/RIU) FOM 
Cavity on gold 50.2 X 106 9 667 75 
Cavity on glass 12.7 X 106 28 545 20 
Supporting easily accessible large field intensities as well as spectrally sharp features , 
our asymmetric ring/disk cavity system is a good candidate for ultrasensitive 
biodetection. We experimentally demonstrate its sensing capability by monitoring the 
variations in the sharp spectral feature within the Fano-resonance after introducing bulk 
solutions with different refractive indices, including DI-water nm = 1.333, acetone 
nacetone = 1.356 and IPA niPA = 1.377 as shown in Figure 5.23a. The cavity system 
on a conducting layer is shown to exhibit experimental refractive index sensitivities as 
large as S = 648 nm/RIU. With spectral line-width as small as 9 nm , we experimentally 
obtain strong figure of merits as large as FOM = 72. 
These values are highly advantageous for refractive index based label-free biodetection 
applications. In order to show this sensing capability, we also perform a label-free 
sensing of protein monolayer and bilayer with asymmetric ring/disk cavity platform by 
measuring the reflection spectrum and monitoring the variations after addition of protein 
layers as shown in Figure 5.23b. To form a protein monolayer, we utilize protein A/G. 
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Due to the accumulated biomass on the sensor surface , which increases the local 
refractive index , attachment of 1 mg/ml A/G results in a 5 nm red-shift in the spectral 
feature within the Fano-resonance. To form the protein bilayer , antibody IgG is 
immobilized on protein A/G. We can then reliably detect that 1 mg/ml IgG results in a 
total of 9 nm red-shift in the spectral feature. 
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Figure 5.23. Refractive index sensing via asymmetric ring/disk cavity system fabricated 
on conducting layer. Variations in the spectral feature centered at 672 nm within the 
Fano-window after introducing (a) bulk solutions with different refractive indices, 
DI-water nDI = 1.333 , acetone nacetone = 1.356 and IPA niP A = 1.377 , and 
(b) 1 mg/ml protein A/G and 1 mg/ml IgG antibody . 
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Fano resonance highly depends on the coupling between dipolar and quadrupolar 
antennas. This coupling, proportional to Llx, successively increases with structural 
asymmetry. Therefore, we investigate the appearance of Fano resonance and its 
dependence on Llx for both systems. Figure 5.24a-b shows the calculated reflection 
spectra with Llx values ranging from 0 to 40 nm. For identical dimensions, the system on 
a conducting metal layer supports a sharp spectral feature denoted by a blue arrow within 
the spectral window of 650 nm - 700 nm, whereas for the one on a dielectric layer, the 
spectral feature shifts to longer wavelengths, 900 nm- 1000 nm. In order for clarification 
of the spectral comparison between two identical cavity systems, the analyzed spectral 
features . are zoomed within a 60 nm wavelength-window in the figure insets. With 
increasing Llx, the feature gets increasingly stronger for both systems. More importantly, 
the ring/disk system on a conducting layer can excite sharp spectral features with minor 
structural asymmetry, as small as 10 nm while a much larger asymmetry, 30 nm, is 
necessary for the other system. The spectral strength of the Fano resonance (the contrast 
between the reflection maximum/minimum with the baseline) obtained with Llx = 
40 nm using the ring/disk cavity system on a dielectric layer can be achieved with only 
Llx - 15 nm by the system on a conducting layer. 
The ring/disk cavity systems on conducting and dielectric layers with identical 
geometry excite Fano resonances in different wavelength ranges. In order for these two 
systems to have Fano resonance in a similar spectral window, they require very different 
device dimensions. For example, as shown in Figure 5.24c-d, to be within 650 nm -
700 nm range, the ring/disk system on a conducting metal layer has device dimensions: 
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Rdisk = 90 nm, Rinner = 160 nm and Router= 240 nm. However, the system on a 
dielectric layer needs much smaller dimensions: Rdisk = 33 nm, Rinner = 45 nm and 
Router = 70 nm. Furthermore, since the sharp spectral feature is excited through smaller 
structural asymmetry for the ring/disk system on a conducting layer, relatively larger gap 
between the constituting disk and ring elements, 40 nm, is sufficient. In contrast, to 
achieve a strong coupling between dipolar and quadrupolar modes, the system on a 
dielectric layer needs a gap as small as 6 nm. Hence, the ring/disk cavity system on a 
dielectric layer demands more challenging fabrication requirements. Appearance of the 
sharper spectral features through smaller structural asymmetry indicates that the presence 
of the conducting layer enables much stronger coupling between the dipolar and 
quadrupolar modes. This is partly facilitated by the contribution of propagating surface 
plasmons on the conducting layer and air interface excited by the grating effect. 
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Figure 5.24 Spectral comparison of the Fano resonance strength between two cavity 
systems on conducting and dielectric layers. Dependence of the sharp spectral feature 
denoted by a blue arrow on the offset from the center of the concentric system, b.x for 
asymmetric ring/disk cavity on (a) conducting and (b) dielectric layers with identical 
dimensions. For clarification of the spectral comparison, the analyzed spectral features 
are zoomed within a 60 nm wavelength window in figure insets . Calculated reflection 
spectrum of the asymmetric ring/disk cavity on (c) conducting and (d) dielectric layers 
supporting features in the same spectral window. In figure insets, near-field intensity 
enhancement distributions are calculated at the sharp spectral features denoted by red 
arrows for the system on conducting (at the top surface of the cavity, at 672 nm) and 
dielectric layers (at the bottom surface of the cavity, at 688 nm). 
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6 Summary 
In summary, in this thesis we introduce handheld and portable computational platforms 
employing plasmonic chips to realize ultra-sensitive and label-free detection of 
biomolecular interactions in a high-throughput and massively multiplexed manner. Our 
work investigates a label-free and handheld on-chip biosensing technology that employs 
plasmonic microarrays coupled with a lensfree computational imaging system for point-
of-care applications in resource-limited settings (Chapter 3). Our biosensing device 
utilizes a CMOS imager recording the plasmonic diffraction patterns of the nanohole 
arrays fabricated through thin gold film under uniform illumination by a single LED 
overlapping with the periodic grating modes. Using the lensfree platform, we 
demonstrate quantitative detection of binding events with a protein layer thickness down 
to 3 nm. This is a dramatic improvement in the size of the biomolecules detected by the 
lensfree technologies. This platform also enables parallel detection of different protein 
layers via appropriate surface chemistry protocols. Integrating an image reconstruction 
method , our method offers digitally imaging highly multiplexed array of sensors on the 
same plasmonic chip. 
Combining this lensfree technology with dual-color LED configuration, we 
demonstrate much stronger detection limits through ratio-metric digital analysis of the 
plasmonic diffraction patterns excited via two different LEDs simultaneously 
(Chapter 4). This biosensing platform employs micro-channels for a flow-over fluid 
exchange configuration to more precisely control the binding events. Using this platform, 
we monitor binding dynamics of protein complexes as a function of time. 
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In our lensfree platform, we utilize nanohole arrays as a plasmonic substrate. In 
consecutive steps, we improve the sensitivity of the plasmonic substrate via engineering 
and investigating different plasmonic designs (Chapter 5). First, we introduce a 
nanopillar antenna system fabricated on a conducting substrate combining 
complementary strengths of localized and extended SPs for optical trapping, 
nanospectroscopy, and biosensing applications all in the same platform. Possessing 
spectrally narrow resonances and refractive index sensitivity values, we theoretically 
demonstrate very high figure of merit numbers. We show that these nanopillars support 
tight field localization at plasmonic hot spots with easily accessible large local 
electromagnetic fields. Strong optical forces are also created at these hotspots enabling 
directional control with polarization. We then show excitation of more complex 
phenomena, i.e. Fano resonance by bringing the nanostructures in close proximity in 
cascaded n-shaped structures that enable the coupling between fundamental dipolar 
modes with higher order modes. Unlike the dipolar plasmonic mode excited by the 
nanopillar system, Fano-type interferences do not suffer from radiative losses due to 
suppression of damping . This Fano-resonant cascaded system supports modes with high 
Q-factors as well as smaller optical mode volumes. Finally, introducing a conducting 
layer (which results in more advantageous far- and nearfield characteristics for systems 
supporting a fundamental plasmonic mode) to closely coupled nanostructures (which 
enable coupling between fundamental and higher order modes), we demonstrate an 
asymmetric ring/disk cavity system fabricated on a conducing layer that supports stronger 
Fano characteristics. As Fano-resonance exhibits quadrupolar nature showing extreme 
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dispersion , such that when the resonant frequency of the cavity changes very slightly, the 
change in transmitted or reflected intensity is dramatically amplified, they are highly 
advantageous for realization of extremely sensitive plasmonic biosensing platforms. As 
the system supports excitation of plasmonic forbidden states, the local electromagnetic 
fields are not affected by the radiative losses. Furthermore, as the system employs a 
conducting substrate underneath, the highly enhance nearfields are easily accessible as 
they extensively extend into the surrounding medium as opposed to the one on dielectric 
where the nearfields are concentrated on the metal/dielectric interface. The conducting 
layer also enables the excitation of propagating SPs on the metal surface when the grating 
coupling conditions are satisfied. We also prove that when these propagating surface 
waves interact with the localized cavity modes, the spectral features within the Fano-
window become sharper. This is highly important for reliable and sensitive detection of 
low concentration of biomolecules. We also demonstrate that the presence of the 
conducting layer enables the excitation of sharp spectral features through relatively 
smaller structural asymmetries, which strongly reduces the fabrication tolerance. 
The results presented in this thesis trigger a wide range of future work. The plasmonic 
handheld lensfree platform (Chapter 3) eliminates the need for bulky optical and 
mechanical settings through unique integration of LEOs and plasmonic chip 
technologies. This proof-of-demonstration opens doors for new technologies to determine 
the minute spectral variations in the plasmonic modes using multiple spectrally narrow 
chip based optoelectronic excitation sources, e.g. laser diodes or resonant-cavity 
enhanced LEOs. Larger variety of proteins in wide range of concentrations can be tracked 
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with further investigations with acquiring multiple lensfree images with different color 
LEDs. This platform can then span a wide range of spectrum that enables to investigate 
physical phenomena triggering complex plasmonic modes in visible frequency range. 
Investigations on advanced computational reconstruction approaches, e.g. based on 
convex optimization can also be investigated which opens way for new technologies for 
extracting and post-processing plasmonic diffraction images taken by CMOS/CCD 
imagers. The on-chip portable platform allows the integration of microfluidic technology 
(Chapter 4) through its collinear nature. New microfluidic approaches appropriate to the 
portable lensfree imager can accelerate the analysis for more complex protein binding 
events in a multiplexed manner for understanding of protein kinetics. Finally, based on 
the results in Chapter 5 investigating our consecutive approaches to realize stronger 
plasmonic responses, new and potentially highly useful plasmonic resonator designs can 
be explored on conducting substrate. 
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Appendices 
Surface chemistry and biological protocols for multiplexing experiments 
Initially, the plasmonic chip is cleaned by Nano-Strip™ from Cyantek Corporation 
(composed of 90% Sulfuric Acid, 5% Peroxymonosulfuric Acid, <1% Hydrogen 
Peroxide and 5% Water) and rinsed with Dl-water to dissipate any organic contamination 
on the surface. Then, a solution of protein A/G in Gibco® phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) 1X sterile solution-pH 7.4 is spotted on the specific membranes on the plasmonic 
chip. Protein A/G is a recombinant fusion protein that constitutes binding domains of 
both protein A and protein G. Protein A/G sticks on the gold surface by physisorption. 
We then wash the chip with PBS and DI-water to remove the unbound protein. After that, 
the chip is immersed in a 0.5% V N bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution in PBS in 
order to passivate the chip surface outside the A/G pattern·ed areas followed by a similar 
washing process already described. Finally, protein concentrations of IgG are spotted on 
the chip surface and a final washing process is performed afterwards. Protein IgG only 
sticks on the protein A/G due to the high affinity of protein A/G to the Fe regions of 
protein IgG. 
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